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Summary
The correct development of animals and plants depends on carefully coordinated gene
regulation. Polycomb/Trithorax Group (PcG/TrxG) proteins are conserved epigenetic
regulators that are recruited to Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements (PREs), a class
of DNA cis-regulatory elements (CREs) originally discovered in the fruit fly. The struc-
ture and function of PREs has been progressively unravelled over the past three decades,
with the identification of sequence motifs and the subsequent motif-based modelling
and prediction of PREs, and with the genome-wide experimental mapping of PcG/TrxG
binding. Whereas binding patterns vary for different cells, computational prediction
holds the potential to predict PREs comprehensively. In this thesis, we exploit the re-
cent explosion of data to conduct new investigations into the structure, function and
evolution of PREs, presenting two papers with scientific investigations and two for
tools.
Previous studies for computationally predicting fruit fly PREs have used a small
training set and selections of known PRE motifs, leaving open the question of how
training with genome-wide data might affect generalization. To address this, we trained
PRE-predictors using genome-wide PcG binding sites, which we found improves gen-
v
eralization to independent PREs. We also trained models using different motif sets,
where the addition of the GTGT motif further improved generalization. We were inter-
ested in how well a more advanced model would generalize, and we developed the Sup-
port Vector Machine Motif Occurrence Combinatorics Classification Algorithm (SVM-
MOCCA), a hierarchical method that trains one Support Vector Machine (SVM) for
each motif in a set and combines motif predictions. SVM-MOCCA significantly im-
proved generalization to independent PREs. We predict large new sets of candidate
PREs in the fruit fly genome that are enriched in experimental PcG/TrxG signals.
The low number of verified vertebrate PREs and a limited knowledge of relevant
motifs has hampered the application of motif-based PRE predictors to vertebrate genomes.
Methods such as k-spectrum SVMs can learn motifs from sequences, but the resulting
models are high-dimensional and the specification of negative training sets is compli-
cated. Previous computational studies for vertebrate PcG target prediction have focused
exclusively on either predicting PcG target genes or on modelling genome-wide clus-
ters of a small set of PcG markers. We developed a reinforcement learning regimen that
exploits larger arsenals of genome-wide experimental data for the training of non-linear
k-spectrum SVMs, yielding iteratively more precise models. We applied our methods
to the fruit fly, mouse and human genomes. The final fruit fly model is competitive with
models that incorporate prior motif knowledge. For all three species, we predict can-
didate PcG target sites genome-wide. We performed model analysis, which revealed a
variety of motifs, subsets of which are conserved between models.
The success of SVM-MOCCA with predicting PREs prompted me to develop a pol-
ished and configurable implementation that can be useful for the broader community
of CRE researchers—the Motif Occurrence Combinatorics Classification Algorithms
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(MOCCA) suite. MOCCA provides polished implementations of SVM-MOCCA and
baseline methods, and also the ability to combine feature set formulations with machine
learning methods. Additionally, MOCCA presents RF-MOCCA, a derivative of SVM-
MOCCA using the method of Random Forests (RFs). For ease of use, MOCCA imple-
ments functionality for generating negative training data and performing genome-wide
prediction. We applied our methods for modelling fruit fly PREs and boundary ele-
ments. Our MOCCA-based methods improved generalization to both classes of CREs
compared with previous methods. MOCCA is open source and extensible.
A Python package that streamlines the specification and application of CRE se-
quence models has been lacking. I developed Gnocis, a feature-rich package for Python
3 that provides tools for data preparation and analysis and a flexible vocabulary for fea-
ture set and model specification, and with implementations of functionality for model
evaluation and genome-wide prediction. Gnocis integrates with Scikit-learn and Ten-
sorFlow for state-of-the-art machine learning. We demonstrated the use of Gnocis by
modelling fruit fly PREs using a selection of methods, including a 5-spectrum mis-
match kernel SVM and a Convolutional Neural Network. Gnocis is open source and
extensible, and can be installed using the PyPI package manager.
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The focus of this thesis is on the modelling of the sequences of Polycomb/Trithorax
Response Elements—a class of cis-regulatory DNA sequence elements. I begin this
thesis with a brief introduction to the biology of the Polycomb system.
1.1 Gene regulation in multicellular organisms
Contained within almost every cell of the body of every living organism is a copy of
its genome (a notable exception being mature red blood cells in mammals, for which
5
Chapter 1. Biological background—genetics and epigenetics
the nuclei are removed [1]). The genomic sequence—a string of deoxyribonucleotides
(DNA), divided among chromosomes—forms a blueprint for every constituent of each
cell, and for the organism at large. Different cell types of a multicellular organism
can display a wide variety of specific traits, yet, in terms of genomic sequence com-
position, they are largely identical. This diversity is enabled by means of epigenetic
mechanisms—“epi”, from Greek, meaning “above”—, imparting additional levels of
information onto the otherwise static genomic sequence [2].
1.1.1 Evolution of phenotypic diversity
The central dogma of molecular biology states that the genome contains genes, which
are transcribed from DNA to ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequences, where in turn RNA
transcripts are translated to amino acids sequences, termed proteins [3]. The numbers of
protein-coding genes—termed the G-number—can be similar in complex vertebrates,
such as Homo sapiens, and comparatively simpler organisms, such as the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans [4]. In addition to protein-coding genes, genomes contain non-
coding regions. For large genomes, non-coding regions generally make up more of
the genomic sequence than do protein-coding genes [4]. These non-coding sequences
were previously termed “junk DNA”, due to their functions being unknown [5]. The
high conservation of protein-coding sequences among species with clear phenotypic
differences, such as humans and apes [6, 7], begs the question of what underlies the
observed phenotypic diversity.
As whole-genome sequences became available, focus for the study of the genetic de-
terminants of phenotypic diversity shifted from being mainly on protein-coding genes to
non-coding sequences [8]. Within non-coding sequences, discrete elements with critical
6
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regulatory functions have been discovered [9, 10]. The interactions among regulatory
sequences and genes give rise to complex gene regulatory networks, whose function
and evolution can explain the vast diversity in nature that cannot be attributed to protein
sequence evolution.
1.1.2 Cis-regulatory elements (CREs)
Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) are non-coding stretches of DNA that regulate tran-
scriptional levels of specific sets of genes by recruiting trans-acting factors [9, 10].
Multiple categories of CREs have been identified, distinguished by functions and mech-
anisms. Promoters recruit the transcriptional machinery (RNA polymerase) to target
gene Transcription Start Sites (TSSes) [9, 10], where as the name suggests, transcrip-
tion starts. Basal levels of transcription from genes and their promoters alone are often
low [9]. Enhancers positively stimulate transcriptional levels of their target genes [9],
and silencers silence genes [10]. The factors that bind to these elements can deteriorate
over development, leaving the job of maintaining the established transcriptional states
for another class of CREs [2]. Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements (PREs)—the
focus of this thesis—maintain epigenetic transcription state memories for their target
genes across DNA replication and mitosis, for many cell generations [11, 12, 2]. Fur-
ther enriching the repertoire of CREs, Boundary Elements (BEs) or insulators delimit
the domains within which enhancers, repressors and PREs act [13, 14, 10].
CREs are enriched in Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBSs), which can be
characterized by sequence motifs [10]. Sequence motifs are short (4-20 basepair), de-
generate sequence patterns [15]. Different classes of CREs can be divided into sub-
classes based on the factors that bind them [16, 17].
7
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1.1.3 Post-translational histone tail modifications
CREs can be distant from their target genes—in some cases over 10 kilobases [10].
CREs have been found to recruit factors that deposit a variety of post-translational
histone tail modifications, some of which can be spread across large domains [18].
Specific marks have been associated with specific CRE-classes, such as histone 3 ly-
sine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) with active enhancers [19], histone 3 lysine 4 trimethy-
lation (H3K4me3) at active promoters [20], and histone 3 lysine 27 trimethylation
(H3K27me3) with repressing PREs [21]. Several histone tail modifications can spread
within broad chromatin domains, including H3K27me3 [22].
1.1.4 Chromatin–chromatin interactions
Recent advances in experimental methods for the mapping of chromatin–chromatin
interactions—including Chromatin Conformation Capture (3C), and the derivative meth-
ods 4C and Hi-C—, have resulted in a number of studies yielding a vast number
of new insights into how CREs interact with their targets and surrounding chromatin
[22, 13, 23]. Experimental mapping of chromatin–chromatin interactions has revealed
that chromosomes are divided into Topologically Associating Domains (TADs) [13]—
stretches of DNA within which interactions are more frequent than with surrounding
regions. TADs have been found to correlate with histone modification marks [22, 13],
and the boundaries of TADs are often enriched in insulator binding sites [13]. Intra-
TAD gene expression is often correlated [13]. In the nucleus, PcG proteins have been
found to cluster together, forming what has been termed “Polycomb bodies” [24]. Sev-
eral lines of evidence support that TADs form regulatory units that delimit the actions
8
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of CREs, where inter-TAD regulatory interactions are restricted to TADs of similar reg-
ulatory states [13]. In addition to TADs, for Drosophila, a Hi-C study identified loops
between PRC1-bound regions and gene promoters [23].
1.2 The Polycomb/Trithorax system
The first PcG gene was discovered over 70 years ago, in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster,
as a repressor of Hox genes [25]. Hox genes determine the body plans of bilaterians
[26, 27]. Reduction of Polycomb group proteins in fruit flies yields developmental phe-
notypes such as the growth of additional sex combs [28]. Polycomb group (PcG) and
Trithorax group (TrxG) proteins are recruited to DNA, where PcG proteins maintain tar-
get gene repression, and TrxG proteins antagonize PcG-mediated repression [29, 30].
Due to the historical significance of fruit flies for research into the Polycomb/Trithorax
system, I start by introducing this system in fruit flies.
1.2.1 In flies
Today, a variety of PcG and TrxG proteins have been identified in D. melanogaster
(Table 1.1). PcG and TrxG proteins form distinct complexes, including Polycomb Re-
pressive Complexes 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2), Polycomb repressive deubiquitinase
(PR-DUB), dRING-associated factors (dRAF), and Pleiohomeotic Repressive Complex
(PhoRC) [28]. For simplicity, I will refer to both genes and their protein products us-
ing established gene names (italicized), where all noted functions are executed by the
corresponding protein products.
The core of PRC2 in flies consists of the proteins encoded by the genes E(z) (en-
9
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hancer of zeste), Esc (extra sex combs), Su(z)12 (suppressor of zeste 12) and Nurf-55
[28]. E(z) encodes a histone methyltransferase that trimethylates histone 3 lysine 27
(H3K27me3). As a result, H3K27me3 is a defining histone mark of Polycomb repres-
sion [31]. PRC1 contains products of Pc (Polycomb), dRING/Sce (Sex combs extra),
Ph (Polyhomeotic), Psc (Posterior sex combs) and Scm (Sex combs on midleg) [31]. Pc
contains a chromodomain, which binds to H3K27me3 [28]. dRING monoubiquitinates
H2A lysine 118 [28] (119 in vertebrates [25]). No identified constituents of PRC1/2
bind DNA with sequence specificity. PhoRC, however, contains Pho (Pleiohomeotic),
which has been found to bind specific motifs, in addition to dSFMBT (Drosophila Scm-
related gene containing four malignant brain tumour (MBT) domains) [31]. No known
DNA sequence motifs are—by themselves—sufficient to recruit PcG [25], and PcG
recruitment by Pho has been found to depend on combinatorial interactions [32].
The TrxG proteins also form several complexes, including the COMPASS family
complexes and the SWI/SNF complexes [25]. At the core of COMPASS complexes are
the four proteins Wds, Ash2, Rbbp5 and Dpy30 (abbreviated as WARD [25]). H3K4me1
is a mark of Trithorax activation, mediated by Trx and Trr [33]. H3K4me2 has also been
proposed to play a role [34].
1.2.2 From plants to vertebrates
Since the discovery of PcG genes in the fruit fly, orthologs of PcG and TrxG genes
have been discovered across the animalia and plantae kingdoms [25]. Orthologs of
Drosophila PcG/TrxG genes are given in Table 1.1. With animal complexity rises the
level of complexity of the Polycomb system. For instance, five orthologs of the D.
melanogaster PcG gene Pc have been identified in the human genome: CBX2/4/6–8
10
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Complex Drosophila Vertebrate Function (Drosophila)
PcG—PRC1
Pc [28, 35, 31] CBX2,4,6–8 [35, 36] Chromodomain binds H3K27me3 [25, 28, 36]
Ph [28, 35, 31] HPH1-3 [35, 31] Oligomerization [25]
Psc [28, 35, 31] BMI1 [31] H2AK119ub [25]; Oligomerization [25]
Sce (dRING) [28, 35, 31] RING1A/B [35, 31] H2AK118ub [28] / H2AK119ub [25]
Sxc * [28]
PcG—PRC2
E(z) [28, 35, 31] EZH1/2 [35, 31] Deposits H3K27me3 [25, 28]
Su(z)12 [28, 35, 31] SUZ12 [35, 31] RNA/DNA-binding [25]; H3K27me3 [28]
Esc/Escl [28, 35, 31] EED [35, 31] H3K27me-binding [25]
Caf1-55 [28, 35, 31] RpAp46/48 [35, 31] H3K36me3-binding [25]
Pcl * [28, 35] PCL1-3 * [35] H3K36me3-binding [25]
(Jing?) * [28, 35] AEBP2 * [28] H2Aub-binding [25]; DNA-binding [25]
(Jarid2?) * [28, 35] Jarid2 * [28] H2Aub-binding [25]; RNA-binding [25]
PcG—PhoRC
Sfmbt [28, 35]
Pho/Phol [28, 35, 36] YY1 [28, 36] DNA-binding [28]
PcG—PR-DUB
Calypso [28, 25] BAP1 [25] Deubiquitinates H2Aub1 at K118/K119 [28]
Asx [28] ASXL1/2 [25] Chromatin-binding [25]
PcG—dRAF
Psc/Su(z)2 [28]
Sce (dRING) [28] Required for H2AK118ub-deposition [28]
Kdm2 [28] KDM2B [25] Demethyl. H3K36me2 [28, 25]; DNA-binding [25]
PcG—Unassigned




(WARD) Wds [25] WDR5 [25] Histone-binding [25]
Ash2 [28, 25] ASH2L [37, 25] DNA-binding [25]
Rbbp5 [25] RBBP5 [25] Histone-binding [25]
Dpy30 [25] DPY30 [25]
TrxG—MLL1/2
COMPASS-like WARD [25] WARD [25]
Trx [28] MLL1/2 [37, 36] Deposits H3K4me [28, 25]
TrxG—MLL3/4
COMPASS-like WARD [25] WARD [25]
Trr [25] MLL3/4 [25] Deposits H3K4me [28, 25]
TrxG—SET1/COMPASS
WARD [25] WARD [25]
dSet1 [25] SET1A/B [25] Deposits H3K4me [28, 25]
TrxG—SWI/SNF
(BAF/PBAF) Brm [25] BRM/BRG1 [25] Chromatin-remodelling [25]
Table 1.1: Polycomb/Trithorax group proteins in D. melanogaster, and vertebrate ho-
mologs. Not a comprehensive list. * Associated with the complex, and modulates its
function.
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(chromobox protein homologs 2/4/6–8) [25]. The histone modification H3K27me3 is
catalysed by the PRC2 member E(z)/EZH2 [38, 39, 40], which is largely conserved
across metazoans [25]. Like the PcG proteins and complexes, the TrxG is also con-
served, with the COMPASS-core (WARD) conserved across metazoans [25]. H3K4me1
is also a mark of Trithorax activation in vertebrates, mediated by MLL1–4 (vertebrate
orthologs of Trx and Trr) [33]. As in Drosophila, H3K4me2 has also been proposed to
play a role in vertebrates [34].
1.3 Polycomb/Trithorax recruitment
In D. melanogaster, PcG and TrxG proteins are recruited to a class of CREs termed
Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements (PREs) [11, 12], through which they maintain
epigenetic memories of transcriptional states of their target genes over DNA replication
and mitosis [41]. Over the last decade, PREs have also been identified in vertebrates.
However, other genomic features have also been associated with PcG/TrxG recruitment
and regulation.
1.3.1 Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements
The first PREs were discovered in the fruit fly [11], and recently, a number of PREs
have also been discovered in vertebrate genomes, including frog [42], mouse [43, 44]
and human [45, 46, 44].
Fruit fly PREs are a few hundred to thousands of basepairs long [52], and are en-
riched in a selection of characteristic sequence motifs [2, 44, 47]. Known fruit fly




GAF/Psq GAGAG [47, 2, 48]
GAF GAGAGAGAGA [47]
Pho GCCAT [47, 2, 48]
Pho CNGCCATNDNND [47]
Pho GCCATHWY [47]
Zeste YGAGYG [47, 48]
Zeste BGAGTGV [48]
Dsp1 GAAAA [2, 48]
Grh TGTTTTT [2, 48]
Grh WCHGGTT [48]
Sp1/KLF RRGGYGY [2, 48]
Combgap GTGT [47, 49]
? (EN 1) GSNMACGCCCC [47]
? (Site A) GAACNG [48]
Table 1.2: Identified motifs of D. melanogaster Polycomb/Trithorax Response Ele-
ments.
sequences for DNA-binding factors. The motifs show no obvious patterns in their oc-
currence, and PREs have little or no homology [47]. Efforts for modelling fruit fly
PRE sequences have revealed that the pairing of motif occurrences better distinguishes
PREs from background than singular motifs, suggesting that motif pairing is a defining
sequence feature of PREs [47, 54]. PREs at the fruit fly invected/engrailed locus, to-
gether with experimentally mapped PcG proteins and trimethylated H3K27, is shown
in Figure 1.1.
Vertebrate PREs have also been analysed in terms of motif composition [43, 44],
and a selection of DNA-binding factors have been identified as candidate recruiters,
including YY1 [44]—an ortholog of the fly PcG gene pho—, REST [44], RUNX1 [44]
and E2F6 [44]. Although YY1 is a homolog of the fly PcG gene Pho, the involvement
of YY1 in PcG recruitment is disputed [44].
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Kahn et al. (2014)
Erceg et al. (2017)
RefGene
Coordinates
Figure 1.1: PREs at the engrailed/invected locus. The figure was adapted from a
screenshot from the Integrated Genome Browser [50]. The peaks for dRING, Psc,
Pc and H3K27me3 are taken from modENCODE [51] (IDs: 5071 1819; 3955 1820;
3957 1816; 3960 1817). The Kahn et al. [32] regions (taken from their Supplementary
Table S1) are computationally defined PREs, based on ChIP-chip data. The Erceg et al.
[52] regions (taken from their Supplementary Table S1) are functionally verified PREs.
The R5 D. melanogaster genome assembly [53] was used.
1.3.2 CpG islands
CpG dinucleotides in mammalian genomes are prone to the methylation of the cytosine,
and methylated cytosines spontaneously mutate to thymines, resulting in low genome-
wide occurrence frequencies of CpG dinucleotides in mammalian genomes [55]. How-
ever, regions of clusters of unmethylated CpG dinucleotides and elevated GC-content
have been identified, termed CpG islands (CGIs) [55]. The precise mechanisms that
protect CGIs from methylation are not fully understood, but multiple models have been
proposed, including one of steric hindrance of factors that methylate CpG dinucleotides,
such as by the binding of transcription factors [55]. Additionally, subsets of CGIs can
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acquire or lose methylation status over development, where methylation yields target
gene repression [55]. Around half of identified mouse and human CGIs have been asso-
ciated with TSSes, and the remainder have been proposed to correspond to unannotated
promoters [44].
A substantial fraction of CGIs can recruit PcG/TrxG proteins [44]. Accordingly,
it has been debated whether or not a subset of CGIs may be vertebrate PREs [44].
Computational identification of CGIs in terms of CpG dinucleotide frequencies and
GC-content identifies hypomethylated CGIs with highly variable precision and recall,
and there is experimental evidence that motifs of DNA-binding factors are important
for maintaining hypomethylation [55]. A recent study revealed a role for the PcG in
the maintenance of CpG hypomethylation [56], which could be a sign that causality
goes in the reverse direction: rather than that CpG islands are vertebrate PREs, perhaps
vertebrate PREs often give rise to CpG islands over evolution, such as through the
protection of CpG dinucleotides from spontaneous mutation. Further worth noting,
many intergenic PcG/TrxG target sites do not overlap with CpG islands, and not all
CpG islands have been found to recruit PcG/TrxG [44].
1.3.3 Non-coding RNAs
Many fruit fly PREs have been found to be transcribed into long non-coding RNAs
(lncRNAs)—RNAs with lengths ranging from several hundred basepairs to several
kilobases—[57]. A number of murine transcribed promoter-proximal (TSS -/+ 5kb)
intergenic loci have been found to coincide with H3K27me3- and SUZ12-enrichment
in the underlying DNA sequences, and were termed Transcribed Intergenic Polycomb
target sites (TIPs) by the authors [58]. The association of PREs and PcG/TrxG target
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sites with non-coding transcription has raised the question of whether PRE-transcription
plays a functional role for the recruitment of the Polycomb/Trithorax machinery, or for
the switching of transcriptional states [57, 44, 59].
Hekimoglu et al. [58] experimentally tested the function of three of the TIPs they
had identified. When inserting each TIP upstream of a reporter gene, the authors found
above endogenous levels of transcription of the TIPs, and that two out of the three TIPs
tested yielded substantial repression of the reporter gene.
Glazko et al. [60] published a machine learning study that demonstrated that lncR-
NAs associated with PRC2 can be distinguished from other lncRNAs in terms of se-
quence features. For the features, the authors employed RNA sequence structure pat-
terns (RSSPs), k-mers and PWM motifs, filtered for significant difference in enrichment
in PRC2-associated lncRNAs and non-associated lncRNAs. Importantly, enrichment of
RSSPs were not significantly different in PRC2-associated lncRNAs than in other lncR-
NAs, and the discriminative features could correspond to DNA sequence motifs (as a
result of the lncRNA originating from a transcribed PRE), rather than features involved
in PRC2 recruitment to lncRNAs.
1.3.4 The identification of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements
A number of methods have been employed in the endeavour of identifying PREs. The
first PREs were discovered as genomic elements that maintain Hox gene expression
states, by means of laborious testing of chromosomal segments [11, 61, 12]. The most
commonly used assay for testing PRE-function in Drosophila is the miniwhite assay—
a transgenic assay where a candidate regulatory element is linked to a derivative of
the white gene (with a large part of the first intron removed, and the regulatory region
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shortened) and inserted into the fly genome, with a white mutant background [44, 62].
Importantly, the white gene gives rise to red eye pigment, is non-essential, and viable
homozygous flies lacking expression of the gene can be generated [62]. For mutant
flies with the reporter construct inserted, gene expression is measured in terms of eye
colour, with changes arising solely from the transgenic reporter gene, which ranges
between white and red when the gene is fully silenced or expressed, respectively, with
yellow intermediates.
In the 2000s, the advent of methods for the genome-wide mapping of DNA-binding
factors, such as chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with microarrays (ChIP-
chip) [63] or with high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) [64], and DNA adenine
methyltransferase identification (DamID) [65], yielded a number of studies and pub-
lic data repositories that mapped the genome-wide binding of PcG/TrxG proteins and
modified histones in fruit flies [66, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 32, 51] and vertebrates [71, 72,
73, 42, 74]. Genome-wide sets of clusters of binding sites for multiple PcG/TrxG pro-
teins and H3K27me3/H3K4me1 are likely to contain many PREs. Nonetheless, these
methods are not perfect for the identification of PREs. Experiments that map DNA-
binding only map binding in the cells in which the experiments are performed. Given
the dynamic nature of gene regulation, these experiments are unlikely to comprehen-
sively map all PcG/TrxG-binding sites of an organism. Thus, creating a map of PREs
based solely on clusters of PcG/TrxG peaks from ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq experiments
with homogeneous cells is likely to result in Type II errors (false negatives). On the
other hand, PREs have been found to make long-range physical contacts with their tar-
gets [24, 22, 23]. A chromatin conformation study further found that ChIP-signals for
PcG proteins can be observed both at a PRE and its target promoter [24]. Thus, Type
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I errors (false positives) may arise if one loop end corresponds to a PRE, and the other
is merely a shadow of the interaction. Experimental parameters, such as the choice of
antibodies, can further influence data accuracy.
The observation that Drosophila PREs are enriched in a variety of DNA sequence
motifs has made way for an additional approach to the identification of PREs: genome-
wide bioinformatic prediction. The first study to predict PREs was that of the PREdictor
[47], in which PRE sequences were modelled based on the occurrence frequencies of
7 PRE-motifs, weighted based on a set of 12 PREs and 16 non-PREs. Importantly,
the authors [47] found that motif pairs are predictive of Drosophila PREs—whereas
singular motifs are not—, and a substantial selection of candidate PRE predictions have
been experimentally verified. Other studies have built upon this work [75, 76, 54].
Notably, these studies all relied on similar, small training sets of PREs and non-PREs.
As experimentally determined binding sites of PcG/TrxG proteins may not all con-
stitute PREs, I make a distinction in this thesis between a PRE and a PcG target site.
Definition 1 (Polycomb/Trithorax target site (PcG target site)) A genomic region that
recruits or interacts with Polycomb/Trithorax group proteins.
Definition 2 (Polycomb/Trithorax Response Element (PRE)) A PcG target site that
maintains transcription state memories of target genes over DNA replication and mito-
sis.
Accordingly, PcG target sites are candidate PREs with experimental support, but
additional experiments are required in order to prove that a PcG target site is a PRE.
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1.3.5 Implications for medical research
Although understanding the epigenetics of development is interesting in its own right,
the value of studying the Polycomb/Trithorax system extends beyond that of provid-
ing insights into developmental biology, and holds the potential to improve the quality
of human lives, by virtue of its medical implications. The Polycomb/Trithorax sys-
tem is highly conserved in bilaterians, all the way up to humans, and is central to the
maintenance of cell identity and stem cell differentiation [25]. A number of diseases
are associated with genetic dysregulation, including cancers [77] and arthritis [78]. As
PcG/TrxG proteins are important epigenetic regulators, they may be involved in multi-
ple genetic diseases.
Both PcG and TrxG proteins have been associated with human cancers [77]. Targets
of the Polycomb system in the human genome include the tumour suppressor genes
CDKN2A and CDKN2B, whose silencing can yield uncontrolled proliferation, which
in turn can be induced by the overexpression of PcG proteins [77]. EZH2 has also
been found to prohibit tumour necrosis factor-mediated programmed cell death [77].
Accordingly, an increased understanding of the Polycomb/Trithorax system and its in-






A number of tasks are difficult to formulate as specific algorithms. For example, a
photograph of a face may contain all the necessary data for facial recognition, but hard-
cording the recognition of distinguishing features is a daunting task. The field of Ma-
chine Learning is concerned with the development and application of algorithms that
can learn from data. Examples of problem domains where Machine Learning has been
successfully applied include facial recognition [79], the playing of video games by a
computer [80], and the generation of photo realistic imagery from text [81].
I begin this chapter with a brief introduction to Machine Learning methods, and
then proceed to narrow the focus to Machine Learning with biological sequences.
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2.1 A brief introduction to Machine Learning
Within this thesis, I define any method that can approximate a target function/behaviour
based on input data as a machine learning method.
Definition 3 (Machine Learning method) Any computational method that approxi-
mates a desired target function/behaviour based on input data.
In this thesis, we restrict our focus to Machine Learning methods that construct
models based on observations in an n-dimensional vector space, termed a feature space.
Definition 4 (Feature space) A feature space, F : O → Rn is a mapping from ob-
servations o ∈ O to n-dimensional real-valued vectors, describing properties of the
observations.
Generally, Machine Learning methods can be divided into three categories: super-
vised, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods.
2.1.1 Supervised learning
Supervised machine learning methods are function approximation methods, that con-
struct models based on a number of examples of inputs and corresponding, desired
outputs.
Definition 5 (Function approximation) A function approximation is a function f̂(x) ≈
f(x), which approximates the output of a target function for the same input. A hat over
the function name is used to denote function approximations.
Outputs can be one or more continuous values, discrete classes, or a combination
thereof. In this thesis, I restrict the focus to models with singular outputs. Models that
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predict a continuous output are called regression models, and models that predict class
labels are called classifiers.
Definition 6 (Regression model) Given a space of observations, O, a regression model,
r̂ : O→ R, is a function that maps every observation o ∈ O to a real value v ∈ R.
Definition 7 (Classifier) Given a space of objects to classify, O, and a space of labels,
L, a classifier, ĉ : O → L, is a function that maps every observation o ∈ O to a label
l ∈ L.
If there are two output classes, a classifier is called binary. For binary classifiers,
the labels are typically designated the titles positive and negative, with positive denoting
the class of primary interest.
Definition 8 (Binary class set) The set of binary labels is denoted as B = {⊕,	},
representing positive and negative classes, respectively.
Classifiers can be constructed from regression models by thresholding, treating one
side of the number line as negative, and the other as positive.
Definition 9 (Binary classifier by thresholding) A binary classifier can be obtained





⊕ if r̂(o) ≥ τ
	 otherwise
Examples of supervised machine learning methods include Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs) [82], Random Forests (RFs) [83] and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [84, 85].
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2.1.2 Unsupervised learning
For many tasks, assigning labels or output values to training data may be laborious
or impossible. For instance, the possible states in a video game can be prohibitively
difficult or impossible to enumerate in advance. For classification problems, examples
of a target class may be easy to define, but negatives difficult. For example, if training
an algorithm to identify dogs in photographs, how does one enumerate everything that
is not a dog, and everything that looks almost like a dog, but not quite? Unsupervised
methods can discover structure within supplied data, without the need for pre-defined
labels. Example methods include clustering algorithms, such as k-means clustering
[86], and variational autoencoders [87].
2.1.3 Semi-supervised learning
Semi-supervised machine learning methods form intermediates between supervised and
unsupervised methods, by making use of unlabelled training data and progressively
constructing sets for supervised learning. The method of Mapping-Convergence is a
semi-supervised method for training Support Vector Machines (introduced later in this
chapter). Reinforcement learning methods are semi-supervised methods that model a
machine learning problem in terms of an agent that learns by trial and error within
an environment, iteratively improving its performance on the task at hand by a given
measure [88].
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2.1.4 Linear models
A wide array of Machine Learning methods have been developed. Linear models map
values from an input feature space to predicted values by means of linear weights and
an offset term.
Definition 10 (Linear model) A linear model maps feature vectors ~x ∈ Rn to pre-
dicted values ŷ ∈ R by means of linear weights ~β and an offset term α.
f̂(~x) = ~βT~x+ α
A variety of linear Machine Learning methods have been developed that can assign
values to the weight and offset terms of linear models, either by direct calculation, or by
optimization methods, including linear regression, log-odds modelling [47] and linear
Support Vector Machines [82].
The simplest linear model that can be formulated is an unweighted sum. As this
corresponds to setting all weights equal to 1, there is no learning involved. Within the
context of this thesis, we refer to this model as a dummy model. In spite of the simplicity
of a dummy model, if the features used have been determined based on insights relevant
to the problem at hand, this can yield a successfully predictive model (later discussed
in Article I).






When the features are frequencies, an alternative simple model formulation, which
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does not forgo training, is the log-odds model. The log-odds model independently
assigns weights to all features based on the logarithm of the ratio of average values
in the positive and negative training examples.












for sets P and N of positive and negative training example feature vectors.
A key advantage of linear models is that model analysis is straightforward: the
features with the largest absolute weights have the largest influence on the predicted
value.
Real-world problems are not always linearly solvable, and a variety of non-linear
methods of varying complexity have been developed. It is worth noting that with in-
creased model complexity come additional ways of solving the optimization problem
at hand, many of which may generalize poorly beyond the training data. The problem
of models that adapt well to the training data but generalize poorly to independent data
is known in the field of Machine Learning as the problem of overfitting [89].
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Figure 2.1: A linear Support Vector Machine constructs a decision surface with maxi-
mal margins to training examples of opposite classes.
2.1.5 Support Vector Machines
The method of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) solves a binary classification problem
by placing a decision surface between training examples of two classes such that the
margin to opposing classes is maximized [82]. The vectors closest to the decision
surface define its normal vector, and are called the support vectors. The decision surface
of a linear SVM is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
When classes are not linearly separable, the method of SVMs supports two strate-
gies to rectify this problem: 1) subsets of training examples can be identified as noise
during the search for the optimal decision surface (Figure 2.2a), and 2) SVMs can map
the feature space into a higher-dimensional space, by means of kernel functions, in
which the training examples may be separated (Figure 2.2b).
Definition 13 (Support Vector Machine kernel function) A Support Vector Machine
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(a) Non-linearly separable set and soft margin















(b) Non-linearly separable set and non-linear kernel
Figure 2.2: Examples of Support Vector Machines with a training set in two dimensions
that is not linearly separable. (a) The soft margin property of a linear SVM enables the
training algorithm to treat a subset of training examples as noise, and thus to train a
model on data that is not linearly separable. (b) Non-linear kernels map the feature
space to a higher-dimensional space, in which the data may be linearly separable.
kernel function is defined as
k(~x, ~y) = Φ(~x)TΦ(~y),
where Φ : Ra → Rb, b > a is a mapping to a higher-dimensional space.





where ~s and y are support vectors and their weights, respectively, and ρ is the offset of
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the decision surface.
A Support Vector Machine is trained by solving the Lagrangian dual of a quadratic
programming problem that optimizes decision surface class margin size (the details
are outside the scope of this thesis) [82]. The solution to the optimization problem is
unique. Each weight y is the product of a Lagrange multiplier αi and a class label value
ci ∈ {+1,−1}. Only for the support vectors are the Lagrange multipliers non-zero.
Common kernel functions include the linear kernel, the N -th degree polynomial
kernel, and the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel [90].
Definition 15 (Linear kernel) The linear kernel is a linear combination of a feature
vector and a support vector.
k(~x, ~y) = ~xT~y.
Definition 16 (Polynomial kernel) TheN -th degree polynomial kernel is a linear com-
bination of a feature vector and a support vector, raised to the N -th power.
k(~x, ~y) = (γ~xT~y + c0)
n,
where γ > 0 and c0 are kernel parameters.
Definition 17 (Radial Basis Function kernel) The Radial Basis Function kernel is de-
fined by feature vector and support vector distances, by
k(~x, ~y) = e−γ||~x−~y||
2
,
where ||~x− ~y|| is the distance between vectors ~x and ~y, and γ is a kernel parameter.
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The formulation of the model in terms of linear combinations of support vectors
and a maximal margin yields an optimization problem with a unique solution [82]. The
optimization problem of an SVM is outside of the scope of this thesis, and will not be
discussed in further detail.
When more than two classes of data are available, multiclass classification with
Support Vector Machines can be performed by training one binary SVM per class-class
boundary, and predicting the class label by means of voting among the binary classifiers,
as is implemented in libsvm [90].
2.1.6 Random Forests
A decision tree (DT) is a machine learning model with a branching tree structure [91].
Each node of the tree has either a decision criterion and two or more branches leading
to subsequent nodes, or is a leaf node yielding an output. The prediction of a DT is
computed by traversing the tree from the root to a leaf based on the decisions made at
each node.
The method of Random Forests (RFs) [83] is an ensemble machine learning method,
whereby a population of DTs is constructed with random variation, and their predictions
are combined upon model application by averaging. Both classification and regression
formulations of RFs have been made. Importantly, the randomization reduces overfit-
ting [83]. Random variations employed by RFs include the random selection of training
examples per tree, random subsampling of features, and random selection of tree splits
[83]. The details of DT and RF training are outside the scope of this thesis.
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2.1.7 Convolutional Neural Networks
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a machine learning model that propagates input
signals through a graph of computational nodes, commonly organized in layers [91].
Each node sums and weights the output values of its inputs, and applies a non-linear
transformation, such as the sigmoid function [91]. The weights of an ANN are typically
trained using gradient-based methods, such as the backpropagation algorithm [91].
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [84, 85] is an ANN with weight-sharing
such that the weights between layers form convolutions. This reduces the number of
weights to train, and enforces the use of localized structure in the input. CNNs are able
to learn predictive features from spatially organized input, and have been successfully
applied to complex machine learning problems such as image recognition [84, 85]. The
details of the training of ANNs/CNNs are beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.2 Features of biological sequences
In this thesis, the focus is on the construction and application of models of DNA se-
quences. Biological sequences can be presented to machine learning models in a num-
ber of ways. Regulatory DNA sequences are commonly enriched in motifs—short,
recurring DNA sequence patterns—[15], corresponding to the binding sites for DNA-
binding factors [9]. A common approach is to define sets of motifs, and to model the
sequences based on numerical measures derived from motif occurrences, such as their
occurrence frequencies [47, 54, 92], or paired occurrence frequencies [47, 75].
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IUPAC nucleotide code Nucleotides
A A









B C, G, T/U
D A, G, T/U
H A, C, T/U
V A, C, G
N A, C, G, T/U
Table 2.1: IUPAC nucleotide codes [93].
2.2.1 Motif formulations
Motifs can be defined with different schemes, such as precise DNA sequence strings,
DNA sequence strings with ambiguous positions, regular expressions, and Position
Weight Matrices (PWMs). The IUPAC [93] nucleotide codes are a popular scheme
for noting nucleic acid sequences with ambiguous positions, and are listed in Table 2.1.
For a PWM, every position of the motif has a weight per nucleotide. Upon application,
the PWM is slid across a DNA sequence, and weights for subsequent matched positions
are summed together, yielding a single score per position. Setting a threshold yields a
number of discrete matched occurrences across the sequence. Yet more advanced motif
formulations exist, such as based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [94], and tak-
ing structural DNA features into account [95]. This thesis focuses on motifs defined in
IUPAC nucleotide codes and PWMs.
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2.2.2 Motif-based features
A variety of feature sets can be formulated based on motifs, the perhaps simplest of
which is the motif occurrence frequency spectrum.
Definition 18 (Motif occurrence frequency) For a motif, m ∈M, the occurrence fre-
quency of m in a sequence s ∈ S is defined as the number of occurrences of m in s
divided by the length of s.
Definition 19 (Motif occurrence frequency spectrum) Given a set of motifs, M ⊂
M, the motif occurrence frequency spectrum, SM : S→ R|M |, maps any sequence s ∈
S to a vector ~y ∈ R|M |, with one occurrence frequency per motif as components. Motif
occurrences in both the forward and the reverse complement direction are counted.
Definition 20 (Motif pair occurrence frequency spectrum) Given a set of motifs,M ⊂
M, the motif pair occurrence frequency spectrum, S2M(d) : S→ Rn, maps any sequence
s ∈ S to a vector ~y ∈ R|M |, with one occurrence frequency per unique motif pair, for
a pairing cutoff distance d. Motif occurrences in both the forward and the reverse
complement direction are counted.
2.2.3 Motif discovery
Various motif discovery algorithms have been developed that enable the automated
identification of sequence motifs [96, 97, 98, 99], which can be employed in order
to identify enriched sequence motifs de novo in a set of input sequences. However, the
process of de novo motif discovery is computationally complex, and biologically rele-
vant motifs may go undiscovered unless prior biological knowledge is used to narrow
the search [100].
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2.2.4 Motif databases
For a number of organisms, including the fruit fly [101], mouse [102] and human [102],
large databases of DNA-binding factor consensus motifs have been determined. Ac-
cordingly, DNA sequence models can be constructed by use of entire motif databases.
Two key benefits of this approach are that 1) predictive motifs need not be identified in
advance for the sequence class of interest, and 2) the model may identify new motifs as
predictive of the target sequence class, yielding new biological insights.
It is important to note that the PWMs in motif databases are themselves models
of sequences bound by factors, and that the motifs are unlikely to perfectly reflect the
preferred binding sequences for the noted factors. Furthermore, cooperative binding of
factors has been found to in some cases substantially alter binding sequence preference
[103]. Additionally, most motifs within the database may be irrelevant to the modelling
problem at hand, adding a potentially large number of irrelevant features to the model,
for which overfitting can occur.
2.2.5 k-spectrum kernels
An unbiased, comprehensive approach for selecting motifs is to use a k-spectrum [104],
which is the set of occurrence frequencies of all possible, unambiguous motifs of length
k, also known as k-mers.
Definition 21 (k-spectrum kernel) The k-spectrum kernel is a mapping Sk : S →
R4k , of any sequence s ∈ S to a feature vector ~v ∈ R4k , where the components are the
occurrence frequencies of all k-mers—motifs of length k.
Combining k-spectra with machine learning models, such as SVMs, enables models
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to learn predictive motifs de novo, based only on training sequences. It is worth noting
that dimensionality increases exponentially with the choice of k. However, due to k-
spectra being comprehensive sets, overlaps of multiple k-mers can enable the modelling
of motifs that are longer than k nucleotides, and a small value of k may be sufficient.
k-spectra may contain many k-mers that are irrelevant to the modelling problem at
hand, leading to a potential risk of overfitting randomly enriched signals in the training
sequences, and complicating the definition of strict negative training sets.
Motifs of DNA-binding factors commonly contain degenerate positions (positions
where more than one nucleotide can be allowed). Several alternative formulations of
k-spectra have been published, allowing mismatches or gaps [105, 106, 107]. Allowing
one mismatch per k-mer in an arbitrary position yields a k-spectrum mismatch kernel.
In the context of this thesis, I focus on allowing only a single mismatch.
Definition 22 (k-spectrum mismatch kernel) The k-spectrum (single) mismatch ker-
nel is a mapping S∗k : S → R4
k
, of any sequence s ∈ S to a feature vector ~v ∈ R4k ,
where the components are the occurrence frequencies of all k-mers—motifs of length
k—, with one mismatch allowed in an arbitrary position.
2.2.6 Structural DNA sequence features
The structural properties of DNA sequences can be influenced by their sequence com-
position. A variety of sequence features have been experimentally determined that in-
fluence structural properties of DNA, which in turn have been found to influence nu-
cleosome occupancy [108]. In the work of [108], structural features are provided in the
form of weighted dimer and trimer spectra. DNA structural features thus provide an
additional feature set that can be used when modelling regulatory DNA sequences. In
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the context of this thesis, for the sake of flexibility, instead of using published weighted
dimer and trimer spectra, dimer frequencies are used directly with machine learning
methods in order to model structural properties of sequences.
2.3 Generative sequence models
It is often useful to be able to randomly generate DNA sequences with desirable proper-
ties. The simplest generative DNA sequence model is one that outputs nucleotides with
given probabilities (in the simplest case with all probabilities equal to p(n) = 14 , n ∈
{A, T, G, C}). This is called an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence
model.
Definition 23 (Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence model) An in-
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence model randomly outputs nu-
cleotides based on per-nucleotide probabilities, p(n), for n ∈ {A, T, G, C}.
An i.i.d. model can be trained by counting the number of observations of each
nucleotide in training sequences, and dividing by the total length. An i.i.d. sequence
model does not conserve motifs. When conservation of motifs is desirable, an N -th
order Markov chain can be employed.
Definition 24 (Sub-sequence) For a sequence s ∈ S, sa...b will denote the sub-sequence
of s from nucleotide index a up to, and including, nucleotide index b.
Definition 25 (N -th order Markov chain sequence model) An N -th order Markov
chain sequence model randomly outputs the next nucleotide based on the probabil-
ity of observing each nucleotide after the preceding N -mer, p(n|oi...i+N−1), for n ∈
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{A, T, G, C}, where oi...i+N−1 is the preceding N -mer.
AnN -th order Markov chain can be trained by calculating the fraction of times each
nucleotide succeeds each N -mer out of the total number of occurrences of the N -mer.
This yields one categorical distribution over nucleotides per possible N -mer.
2.4 Training nucleic acid sequence models
The aforementioned methods, with the exception of dummy models, all require model
training. A variety of approaches can be used when training sequence models, with the
optimal approach depending on the machine learning method used, as well as on the
problem at hand. In the context of this thesis, all predictive machine learning models
are binary or multiclass, and require a positive training set and one or more negative
training sets.
2.4.1 Positive training set construction
Positive training sequences can be sourced from the literature for high-confidence func-
tional examples. Alternatively, positives can be determined by an automated scheme
with genome-wide experimental data. For Polycomb target sites, candidate PREs have
previously been defined based on clusters of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq peaks for rele-
vant biological signatures [69, 70, 32]. Positives may have variable sequence lengths,
necessitating a scheme for training with variable-length sequences.
One strategy that can be employed when features are based on frequencies (which
all of the aforementioned features are) is to derive the frequencies from the entire se-
quences, yielding one feature vector per sequence. A potential complication with this
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approach is that predictive features can be “watered out” in longer sequences, if the
longer sequences contain irrelevant sequence material, depleted of the predictive fea-
tures.
An alternative strategy is to use a fixed training sequence length, by either sampling
all sliding windows from the positive sequences, or alternatively, sampling one or more
sliding windows based on a selection criterion, expected to identify the true positive
sub-regions. Zeng et al. [54] sampled the windows from the positives with the highest
number of relevant motif occurrences. An alternative to this, which we explore in Arti-
cle II, is that of prediction within the positives in order to home in on the core predictive
regions.
2.4.2 Negative training set construction
There are many approaches for constructing negative training sets for the training of
a discriminative, predictive model. A simple strategy is to use a generative sequence
model to generate a set of negatives. For generated sequences, it is desirable to avoid
having the negatives be “too null”, such that the distance between the positives and
negatives in the feature space is large, and the trained model decision surface may be
far away from the true positives. For i.i.d. models, where nucleotides are generated
with fixed probabilities, the resulting sequences will generally be highly null. For N -th
order Markov chains trained genome-wide, the probability of generating true positives
will in general also be low, unless the target class occurs more frequently in the genome
than other sequence classes. The resulting generated sequences are, however, likely to
be too null. Alternatively, if a Markov chain trained on positives is used to generate
negatives, the generated negatives preserve motif composition of the positives, but not
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higher-order structure, such as motif pairing.
An alternative strategy is to construct a biologically informed set of negatives.
Ringrose et al. [47] constructed a negative set based on promoters that were found not
to be regulated by Polycomb, but nonetheless regulated by GAF and ZESTE, which are
involved in Polycomb recruitment to chromatin. A key advantage with this approach
is that it pushes the decision surface towards the positives in a biologically informed
way. A disadvantage is that their approach was manual, and does not readily scale for
the construction of a larger training set. Alternatively, if a class of genomic sequences
is known not to coincide with the positives, this class can be used as negatives. In
Article I, we use annotated coding sequences as negatives. Negatives can also be de-
termined based on experimental data by taking genomic regions depleted of relevant
signals. When using signal depletion for designating negatives, absence of evidence
is not evidence of absence. However, if true positives are relatively rare, randomly
selected windows depleted of relevant signals can be expected to only rarely contain
positives. Alternatively, randomly selected genomic windows can be used. Notably,
randomly selected genomic windows may be too null if the relevant features are rare.
Yet other alternatives arise from iterative training set refinement. One such approach
is that of Mapping-Convergence (M-C) with Support Vector Machines [109]. The idea
behind the M-C algorithm exploits the maximum-margin property of SVMs. The algo-
rithm starts with a positive set and an unlabelled set, and the model is trained with an
initial set. Iteratively, the unlabelled set is classified, and negatively classified instances
are appended to the negative training set, forcing the decision surface towards the posi-
tives. An alternative approach to iterative refinement that we explore in Article II is in
terms of reinforcement learning, where both the positive and negative training sets are
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refined based on the scrutinizing of predictions.
As with positives, sampling sliding windows, either all or by a selection criterion,
may be beneficial in order to avoid warping of the training set feature space.
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Model deployment and the
quantification of generalization
ability
Once a model has been trained, it is important to measure its generalization ability.
Such measures can elucidate how well the model will fare at predicting new instances,
and aid in selecting the best from a set of models. Various approaches can be used in
order to measure generalization and to deploy a sequence model for prediction. In this
chapter, I cover the background of how these tasks can be accomplished.
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3.1 Scoring sequences
In order to measure the generalization ability of classifiers, the classifiers should be
applied to independent test data. The application of classifiers to sequences can be
performed in several ways. For the sake of flexibility, I first focus on the scoring of
sequences. Binary classification can later be achieved by means of thresholding.
For feature sets that are applicable to sequences of variable lengths, such as motif
occurrence frequencies, a model can be applied to entire sequences that are to be scored.
When sequences are of variable lengths, this can bias scoring by warping the feature
space and averaging out predictive features.
Alternatively, a model can be applied to sequences using a sliding window. This
avoids feature space warping by keeping observed sequence lengths constant. The re-
sulting window scores can be handled in one of two ways: 1) all scores per class can
be gathered (across all sequences), in order to calculate validation metrics, or 2) the
set of window scores per sequence can be condensed into a sequence score, such as by
taking the mean, median or maximum window score for a sequence as a representative
sequence score.
For regulatory element sequences, known positives have variable lengths [47, 52,
110], as do experimentally determined PcG/TrxG peak clusters [69, 70, 32], and we
can generally not be confident that every window in a positive sequence corresponds
to a true positive. Accordingly, using all window scores for the calculation of gener-
alization performance metrics is likely to yield misleading results. Taking the average
window score over a sequence as a representative sequence score is also problematic,
as the scores of longer sequences will be watered out. Using the maximum sequence
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window score as a representative sequence score has the benefits of both keeping ob-
served sequence lengths (as presented to the model) constant and preserving positive
prediction. Accordingly, we focus all validation on this score condensation approach,
throughout this thesis.
3.2 Quantifying model generalization ability
The most commonly used measures of classifier generalization performance are those
derived from the confusion matrix.
3.2.1 The confusion matrix and associated measures
For a set of scored sequences and a classification threshold value, binary class predic-
tions can be assigned to the sequences and the numbers of True Positives (TP ; correctly
classified positives), False Positives (FP ; negatives classified as positives), True Nega-
tives (TN ; correctly classified negatives) and False Negatives (FN ; positives classified
as negatives) can be calculated. These values form the constituents of the confusion
matrix [111].
Definition 26 (Confusion Matrix) The confusion matrix is a 2x2 contingency table, of
True Positives (TP ), False Positives (FP ), True Negatives (TN ) and False Negatives
(FN ).
Actual positive Actual negative
Predicted positive TP FP
Predicted Negative FN TN
A variety of measures of model generalization have been developed based on the
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confusion matrix, including the True Positive Rate (TPR), also known as Recall and
Sensitivity, False Positive Rate (FPR), and Positive Predictive Value (PPV ), also
known as Precision [112].
Definition 27 (True Positive Rate) The True Positive Rate (TPR), also known as Re-
call and Sensitivity, is given by









Definition 29 (Positive Predictive Value) The Positive Predictive Value (PPV), also
known as Precision, is given by




For ease of comparison, it can be useful to condense multiple measures into a single
measure of generalization ability. This can be achieved either for a single classification
threshold, or for multiple thresholds. For a given classification threshold, measures that
achieve this include the F1 score—the harmonic mean of precision and recall—[113].
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Model 1 − scores of negatives
Model 1 − scores of positives
Model 2 − scores of negatives
Model 2 − scores of positives
(a) Score densities for two simulated models























Expected classification at random
Model 1 − AUC = 89.02 %
Model 2 − AUC = 92.09 %
(b) Receiver Operating Characteristic curves
Figure 3.1: Simulated scores for two models, and the corresponding ROC curves. The
ROC curves were generated with R [114] and the precrec library [115]. Each model
is composed of normally distributed, randomly generated positive class scores and neg-
ative class scores, with 100 positives and 10000 negatives, yielding a ratio of positives
to negatives of 1/100. For model 1, µ⊕ = 1.0, σ⊕ = 0.8, µ	 = −0.5, σ	 = 1.0, and
for model 2, µ⊕ = 1.5, σ⊕ = 1.0, µ	 = −0.5, σ	 = 1.0, where ⊕ and 	 correspond
to the positive and negative classes, respectively.
3.2.2 Thresholdless measures of generalization
A common approach for threshold-independent characterization of generalization is to
generate a curve by plotting two confusion matrix-based measures against one another
by varying the prediction threshold from minimal to maximal. An instance of this is
the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC curve), which plots the True Posi-
tive Rate in the y-axis against the False Positive Rate in the x-axis [116], and further
to calculate the Area Under the Curve (ROC AUC) [116]. Figure 3.1 shows an exam-
ple of two simulated models, with score density curves and a corresponding Receiver
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Expected classification at random
Model 1 − AUC = 89.02 %
Model 2 − AUC = 92.09 %
(a) Receiver Operating Characteristic curves



















Expected classification at random
Model 1 − AUC = 8.13 %
Model 2 − AUC = 31.37 %
(b) Precision/Recall curves
Figure 3.2: Comparison of simulated ROCs and PRCs. Whereas the ROC curves are
similar for models 1 and 2, the difference between the PRCs is substantially larger. The
simulated scores are the same as in Figure 3.1. The curves were generated with R [114]
and the precrec library [115].
Operating Characteristic curve.
Definition 31 (Receiver Operating Characteristic curve) The Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) curve is the curve generated when varying the classification threshold
from minimal to maximal (or vice versa) and plotting the True Positive Rate in the y-axis
against the False Positive Rate in the x-axis.
A better model will have higher a TPR for a lower FPR, such that the curve tends
towards the upper left. A model that predicts both classes with equal probability (a fair
coin-toss) will have a ROC curve tending towards the diagonal from TPR = FPR = 0
to TPR = FPR = 1.
The ROC curve does not reflect any imbalance that may exist in class prominence,
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which can yield skewed measures of generalization in genome-wide prediction tasks,
where positives are often rare compared with negatives [117]. The Precision/Recall
Curve (PRC), and the area beneath it (PRC AUC), addresses this issue by taking model
precision into account.
Definition 32 (Precision/Recall Curve) The Precision/Recall Curve (PRC) is the curve
generated when varying the classification threshold from minimal to maximal (or vice
versa) and plotting the Precision in the y-axis against the Recall in the x-axis.
Precision/Recall curves for the simulated models in Figure 3.1 are given in Figure
3.2. The expected classification performance at random is equal to the ratio of positives
to the total number of instances tested, n⊕n⊕+n	 , for n⊕ positives and n	 negatives. The
area under the PRC is equal to the average precision. A better PRC will tend towards
the upper right. Where the ROC curves are similar for the two models, the PRC for
Model 2 is vastly superior, achieving much higher precision over a large range of recall
values.
3.2.3 Cross-validation
The measurement of classification performance on the training set generally is not a
good measure for how well a classifier will perform on new data. In fact, the models
that show the best performance on the training set are often the models that overfit it,
and in turn perform poorly on new data [89]. Several methods have been developed in
order to avoid this issue, collectively referred to as cross-validation techniques.
Common techniques for cross-validation include unstratified or stratified n-fold
cross-validation, and leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation [118]. For unstratified n-
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fold cross-validation, the training set is divided into n independent portions (folds) of
equal size, and iteratively, each portion is left out from training and independently used
for validation. For stratified cross-validation, an equal number of examples for each
training set class is used for each fold. Leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation, as the
name suggests, iteratively leaves exactly one training example out, until the entire train-
ing set has been independently classified. Larger values of n (n ≥ 10) for n-fold cross-
validation (and in turn LOO cross-validation) have been associated with increased bias,
and a lower n (n ≤ 5) has been associated with increased variance of the measured
generalization [118].
3.3 Classifier threshold calibration
In order to predict candidate CREs using a scoring model, a prediction threshold must
be set. Several methods have been developed and employed to this end. One approach
for setting a prediction threshold is to control for the expected number of false positive
predictions. Ringrose et al. [47] calibrated the prediction threshold of their PREdictor
algorithm by randomly generating 100 genome-sized sequences using an i.i.d. model
trained genome-wide (the background model), applying the PREdictor to the randomly
generated sequences, and based on the resulting score profiles setting a threshold that
yielded an average of one prediction per sequence, corresponding to an expectation of
one false positive prediction genome-wide (an E-value of 1). For increased stringency,
the same approach can be adapted to more complex background models (such as N -th
order Markov chains). A pro of the E-value approach is that it does not require having










Figure 3.3: Window scores and predictions by the CPREdictor at the engrailed/invected
locus. CPREdictor was here trained as in the MOCCA tutorial (see Article III). The
figure was adapted from a screenshot from the Integrated Genome Browser [50]. The
Kahn et al. [32] regions (taken from their Supplementary Table S1) are computationally
defined PREs, based on ChIP-chip data. The R5 D. melanogaster genome assembly
[53] was used.
the ability of a model to positively classify independent positives.
An alternative approach is to set a prediction threshold based on sets of both pos-
itives and negatives. This can for instance be achieved by selecting a threshold for a
desired Precision in Precision/Recall space. Precision/Recall curves commonly have
spikes, with up to multiple thresholds yielding the same or higher Precision. A solution
is to set the threshold for maximalRecall that achieves the desired Precision or higher
(discussed further in Article I).
3.4 Genome-wide prediction
A sequence model can be applied for genome-wide prediction. This is generally achieved
by applying the model genome-wide using a sliding window, with fixed window and
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step sizes [47, 75, 54]. This results in a genome-wide score profile curve. Applying a
prediction threshold yields predicted windows, and overlapping predicted windows are
merged into non-overlapping predicted regions [47, 75]. This is illustrated in Figure
3.3.
3.5 Region overlap evaluation
Given sets of genome-wide CRE-predictions and of experimentally determined CREs,
the overlaps can give an indication of the precision and recall that the predictors have
achieved. Similarly, overlaps can be used to quantify the agreement between sets of
experimentally determined CREs or of predictions. In this thesis, we use two measures
of overlaps between region sets.
Definition 33 (Overlap recall) Given two sets of regions, A and B, the overlap recall




where B → A is the set of regions from B that overlap with at least one nucleotide of
at least one region in A.
Definition 34 (Overlap precision) Given two sets of regions, A and B, the overlap
precision of A to B is defined as
Overlap Precision(A,B) =
|A→ B|
|A| = Overlap Recall(B,A).
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The definition of overlaps based on regions of one set that overlap with at least one
nucleotide of a region in the other set avoids biasing measurements of overlaps when
region lengths are variable.
3.6 Target gene prediction
Based on predicted regions, candidate target genes can be predicted. The simplest ap-
proach to this end is to predict the closest gene to each predicted region, as was done by
Ringrose et al. [47]. The closest gene to a prediction need not necessarily be the only
target of a regulatory region, or even a target at all. For example, the presence of bound-
ary elements can block the action of regulatory elements on nearby promoters in one
direction [14], or enable skipping across domains [119]. However, in the absence of ad-
ditional information, the closest gene is the most probable candidate. As an alternative
to predicting the closest gene, the gene with the closest promoter can be predicted. In
order to reduce the risk of false negatives, target gene prediction can be performed bidi-
rectionally. Zeng et al. [54] predicted the closest gene in each direction of a prediction




A brief history of
Polycomb/Trithorax target
sequence models
Over the past two decades, a variety of studies have modelled and predicted candidate
PREs and PcG/TrxG target sites in the fruit fly and vertebrate genomes. I here review
the history of genome-wide prediction of PREs and PcG/TrxG targeting, focusing first
on the fruit fly, in which the most work has been conducted, and then moving on to
vertebrate Polycomb target prediction.
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4.1 Fruit fly PRE prediction
4.1.1 The PREdictor—the pioneering work
In 2003, Ringrose, Rehmsmeier et al. [47] published the PREdictor—the first method
developed with the goal of predicting Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements genome-
wide in the D. melanogaster genome. The PREdictor is a log-odds model with motif
pair occurrence frequencies as features, with a pairing cutoff distance of 220 basepairs.
The cutoff distance enables the model to learn locally clustered pair occurrence fre-
quencies. The PREdictor was trained on a small set of 12 PREs and 16 non-PREs,
with 7 motifs. The motif set focused exclusively on IUPAC nucleotide code motifs, and
consisted of two motifs for the GAGA-binding factor (GAF), three for Pleiohomeotic
(Pho), one for Zeste, and one motif termed EN1, found important for the function of
the engrailed PRE. The PREs used for training were previously published, experimen-
tally identified PREs. The non-PREs were promoter sequences that were determined
to not be regulated by Polycomb, in spite of being regulated by GAF or Z. In addi-
tion to the PREdictor, Ringrose et al. [47] had tested a model of singular motif oc-
currence frequencies, and found that only the paired motif model could distinguish
PREs from non-PREs, suggesting an importance of motif pairing. Ringrose et al. [47]
then set a prediction threshold for the PREdictor for an E-value of 1 (based on 100
genomes randomly generated by an i.i.d. background model trained genome-wide) and
applied the PREdictor for genome-wide prediction using a sliding window with a size
of 500bp. Windows with scores above the threshold were predicted, and overlapping
windows were merged into non-overlapping candidate PRE predictions. With this ex-
perimental set-up, the PREdictor predicted 167 candidate PREs. Ringrose et al. [47]
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experimentally determined Pc-enrichment at PRE predictions, and found over half to
be Pc-enriched. Furthermore, Ringrose et al. [47] experimentally tested four PRE pre-
dictions using the miniwhite assay, and found that all four predictions exhibit hallmark
signs of being functional PREs: all four silenced the miniwhite reporter gene, three of
four showed pairing-sensitive silencing (repression was stronger for homozygotes than
for heterozygotes), and several lines showed variegation and a dependence on PcG for
repression (repression was lost in PcG mutant flies).
4.1.2 The jPREdictor
In 2006, Fiedler et al. [75] published the jPREdictor, which is a Java-implementation
of the PREdictor method, sporting a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The jPREdictor
is a flexible tool, allowing the user to define their own sets of motifs and their pairing.
In addition to supporting IUPAC nucleotide code motifs, the jPREdictor supports the
use of PWM motifs. Fiedler et al. [75] trained the jPREdictor with a similar motif set
to that used by Ringrose et al. [47], but with the addition of a Pho PWM motif and
minor pairing modifications. This model yielded a larger set of predictions for the same
E-value of 1, of 378 candidate PREs genome-wide.
4.1.3 Evolutionary plasticity of PREs across drosophilids
The genomes of close evolutionary relatives of D. melanogaster have been sequenced,
including those of D. simulans, D. yakuba and D. pseudoobscura. In 2008, Hauen-
schild et al. [76] published an article which addressed the question of how PREs have
evolved among these close evolutionary relatives (within 50 million years since the last
common ancestor). To this end, Hauenschild et al. [76] applied the jPREdictor [75] to
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the genomes of all four species, using the same configuration as was used in 2003 by
Ringrose et al. [47], with the modification of using a window step size of 10 basepairs.
The authors found that the numbers of predictions made varied between the species,
with D. pseudoobscura having over twice as many predictions as D. melanogaster. The
authors tested predictions from all four species using chromatin immunoprecipitation,
and found that predictions in the Bithorax complex of each species were PcG-enriched
in embryos. Additionally, the authors tested—and verified—the orthologous predic-
tions of the bxd-PRE in all three of the relatives of D. melanogaster. From this, the
authors concluded that the sequence criteria of PREs are highly conserved among these
species.
In addition to using the classic PREdictor [47] algorithm, Hauenschild et al. [76]
introduced a derivative method, which boosts the score of predictions that are conserved
among the different fly species, henceforth referred to as the Dynamic PREdictor. The
Dynamic PREdictor performs a BLAST search for each prediction in one genome, in
order to identify orthologs in the other genomes, and, if an orthologous region is found,
prediction is performed within a window centred at the ortholog. The closest predicted
PRE in another species, if any, is predicted as a candidate orthologous PRE. The authors
found that many predicted PREs are not conserved in position, and they experimentally
verified with ChIP that selected predictions recruit PcG, both with conserved and non-
conserved positions. Predictions with conserved positions were found to have motif
turnover. In order to explain the evolutionary mobility of PREs, the authors proposed a
model where motif turnover enables PREs to gradually shift in position.
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4.1.4 The EpiPredictor
In 2012, Zeng et al. [54] published the EpiPredictor, a method that models singular
motif occurrence frequencies in PREs using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for bi-
nary classification, and scores positively classified windows based on the number of
motif occurrences. The EpiPredictor additionally filters out positively predicted win-
dows whose GC-content is below 44%. In addition to the SVM, Zeng et al. tested using
a Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) model, but found that the SVM yielded
superior generalization.
When training the EpiPredictor, Zeng et al. [54] used the same set of 12 PREs,
16 non-PREs, and 7 motifs as were used by Ringrose et al. [47], with the addition of
seven more non-PREs. Zeng et al. [54] maintained a constant window size of 200bp
throughout training, and sampled from the PREs and non-PREs with a sliding window,
using a step size of 20bp. For the PREs, Zeng et al. [54] sampled the window with the
highest number of motif occurrences, and for the non-PREs, every window. Zeng et al.
[54] observed improved generalization using their SVM model.
4.2 Vertebrate PcG target models
4.2.1 PcG target gene prediction in mouse embryonic stem cells
The first published study to train models of vertebrate PcG targeting was that of Liu et
al. in 2010 [120]. Liu et al. [120] trained a Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART)
model to discriminate murine PcG-enriched promoters from PcG-depleted promoters
(TSS -8kb/+2kb). The feature space of the BART model consisted of occurrence fre-
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quencies of all motifs from a vertebrate transcription factor consensus motif database,
and seven transcription factor enrichment signals from previously published genome-
wide ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experiments.
The authors found that their BART model and CpG-density could distinguish PcG-
enriched promoters from PcG-depleted ones, whereas conservation scores could not,
with their BART model yielding the best distinction performance, in terms of cross-
validation ROC AUC. The removal of ChIP-based transcription factor features (e.g.
using only motifs) resulted in a minor decrease in the cross-validation AUC (their Fig-
ure 2a). Different choices of machine learning methods (among BART, Group LASSO
and SVM) also had a minor impact on the cross-validation ROC AUC (their Supple-
mentary Figure 1), whereas different choices of motif databases (among TRANSFAC,
JASPAR and UniProbe) had a larger impact (their Supplementary Figure 2). The au-
thors attempted pan-species prediction for fruit fly and mouse genomes, which yielded
poor generalization. Notably, the authors found the motif for Yy1—a mouse ortholog
of the fruit fly PcG protein Pho, which has a highly conserved DNA-binding consensus
motif—to be significantly depleted at mouse PcG-enriched promoters.
4.2.2 PcG target gene prediction in human embryonic stem cells
In 2013, Xiao et al. [121] published a study in which the authors trained a Support
Vector Machine using the method of Mapping-Convergence (M-C). This enabled an
iterative convergence of the classifier decision surface towards the positive training set,
based on training with a set of positives and an unlabelled set. The positive training set
consisted of gene promoters (TSS -1/+1 kb) enriched in EZH2, and the initial negative
training set of randomly selected unlabelled instances. For the features of the model,
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Xiao et al. [121] used 10 histone modifications and 63 transcription factor consensus
binding motifs.
The authors achieved high Precision and Recall to PcG-targeted promoters over
3-fold cross-validation, and observed reduced generalization when removing either hi-
stone modifications or motifs as features. Notably, the initial training set used corre-
sponded to a training set of positives and randomly selected negatives, and the authors
were able to converge towards a more stringent negative set by means of the Mapping-
Convergence procedure, yielding higher Precision and Recall.
4.2.3 Genome-wide prediction of H3K27me3 nucleation sites in Xeno-
pus tropicalis
In 2014, van Heeringen et al. [42] published a study where an 8-spectrum SVM was
trained to distinguish PcG-repressed domains from background in the Western clawed
frog, Xenopus tropicalis. Their model was trained on 1kb fragments of H3K27me3 do-
mains as positives, and randomly selected 1kb H3K27me3-depleted genomic sequences
as negatives.
Van Heeringen et al. found that the SVM could accurately distinguish H3K27me3-
domains from depleted regions, and identified motifs within the predictions. Addition-
ally, the authors trained SVMs on comparable zebrafish and human data, and applied
all three models for pan-species prediction, which yielded high generalization in the
same genome as the model was trained on, and low to moderate in other genomes. The
authors additionally found that H3K27me3 nucleation sites in X. tropicalis do not cor-
relate with GC-content, but that they do correlate with Non-Methylated Islands (loci
depleted of DNA methylation) and a variety of sequence signatures.
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4.3 A bird’s eye perspective on past efforts
Over the past 17 years, a variety of published studies have trained sequence models
in order to predict PcG/TrxG targeting. These studies have yielded novel insights into
PRE and PcG target site architecture and evolution, and have also provided predictions
as resources for further study.
The majority of PcG target site model studies have focused on fruit fly PREs. All of
the aforementioned fruit fly PRE-models have been trained with small sets of PREs and
non-PREs, and small sets of known PRE-motifs. This has left several questions open,
including: 1) How well do models trained on genome-wide PcG target sites generalize
to PREs, and how stable is the generalization for different sets? 2) How well do PRE-
predictors generalize when taking the expected genomic imbalance of PREs to non-
PREs into account? 3) Are there additional motifs important for fruit fly PRE-function?
4) How well would a more advanced machine learning algorithm trained with larger
data sets generalize to PREs?
The majority of vertebrate PcG target site models have focused on the prediction
of PcG target genes, with no attempt made at predicting intergenic PREs. The study
by van Heeringen et al. [42] modelled genome-wide H3K27me3-enriched loci, and
experimentally confirmed several predictions as repressive elements, none of which
were CpG island. Several questions are left open by the vertebrate PcG target site
studies: 1) How well can models of vertebrate genome-wide PcG/TrxG signal clusters
generalize? 2) How can we best construct a stringent negative training set for vertebrate
PcG/TrxG cluster models? 3) How well can vertebrate PcG target site models predict
experimentally verified vertebrate PREs? 4) Are there conserved sequence features
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among intergenic vertebrate PcG target sites, and if so, what are they?









Aims of the thesis
I set out on my PhD project with two primary goals: 1) to further the state-of-the-
art in the modelling and prediction of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements, and
2) to further our biological understanding of i) the structure, ii) the function and iii)
the evolution of PREs, via the exploitation of the vast amounts of relevant experimental
data that have become available, in connection with DNA sequence. This thesis presents
four scientific contributions: two full-length scientific articles with novel investigations
(Article I and Article II), and two shorter papers for tools that I developed over the
course of my thesis work (Article III and Article IV). In accordance with goal 1),
all four articles included in my thesis focus on sequence-based machine learning and
Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements or PcG/TrxG target sites. Article I focuses on
prediction in the fruit fly, D. melanogaster, and Article II on prediction in both fly and





In this chapter, I outline the motivations and results of each of the four articles of this
thesis. The articles summarize the results of the thesis in more detail.
6.1 DNA sequence models of genome-wide Drosophila
melanogaster Polycomb binding sites improve gen-
eralization to independent Polycomb Response Ele-
ments
The past one-and-a-half decades have seen the publication of a number of genome-
wide maps of PcG and TrxG signals in the fruit fly genome [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 32],
which have not previously been used in order to train fruit fly PRE-sequence models.
Past studies have also not compared expected generalization of fruit fly PRE-predictors
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while taking the effects of imbalanced data into account. Furthermore, the GTGT-motif
[47, 49] has not previously been used for training PRE-predictors.
In Article I, we trained a re-implementation of the PREdictor algorithm using ex-
perimentally determined genome-wide PcG/TrxG clusters and generated negatives. We
additionally developed a new hybrid method, the Support Vector Machine Motif Occur-
rence Combinatorics Classification Algorithm (SVM-MOCCA). SVM-MOCCA con-
structs one SVM per motif, in order to predict whether occurrences are similar to those
in PREs, with a feature space consisting of local dinucleotide and motif occurrence
frequencies, and combines positively classified motif occurrence frequencies using a
log-odds model.
We found that models trained on genome-wide PcG/TrxG clusters improve general-
ization to independent PREs—with the addition of the GTGT-motif further improving
generalization, and SVM-MOCCA outperforming the other methods—, and we pre-
cisely predicted several PREs that had been left out during training. The improvement
observed with GTGT could not be attributed only to an increased model complexity. We
additionally tested models that included published motifs that were not in the Ringrose
et al. [47] motif set, and found that these did not improve generalization. When train-
ing with only 12 PcG/TrxG clusters, we also observed improvement over when training
with 12 Hox PREs, suggesting a qualitative difference between the sets. Our models
predict orders of magnitude more candidate PREs genome-wide than previous methods,
with large subsets enriched in biologically relevant signals.
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6.2 Biomarker reinforcement learning with k-spectra en-
ables precise Polycomb target site prediction with-
out prior motif knowledge
Genome-wide maps of PcG/TrxG binding and DNA accessibility are available for a
number of species, including the fruit fly [51], mouse [122, 123] and human [74,
124]. PcG/TrxG target sites in D. melanogaster have previously been defined based
on genome-wide experimental data by the clustering of signals [69, 70, 32], which we
exploited for the training of our models in Article I. Although motif knowledge for ver-
tebrate PcG/TrxG target sites is limited, the use of k-spectra [104] with SVMs enables
models to identify predictive motifs based on the training data.
In Article II, we trained 5-spectrum mismatch quadratic kernel SVMs with iter-
ative training set refinement by means of a reinforcement learning regimen that we
developed—Positive Convergence, Additive Negative Biomarker Reinforcement Learn-
ing (PeCAN-BioRL). PeCAN-BioRL uses genome-wide experimental data to scruti-
nize predictions made by the previous iteration, with the goal of iteratively improving
accuracy. We applied PeCAN-BioRL to the fruit fly, mouse and human genomes.
The initial models are unable to distinguish biomarker-enriched and accessible biomarker-
depleted sequences, and make unrealistic numbers of predictions. Generalization im-
proves over iterations of PeCAN-BioRL. The final fruit fly model is competitive with
SVM-MOCCA, in spite of not having been trained with known PRE-motifs. The false
positives rates decrease for all three species. In conclusion, our PeCAN-BioRL proce-
dure coupled with the use of 5-spectrum mismatch SVMs enabled us to train successful
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classifiers without prior motif knowledge. Detailed analysis of the fruit fly model iden-
tified a number of motifs that can be mapped to factors with support for PRE-related
function in the literature. Mammalian model analysis also identified factors that may
be involved in PRE function. Pan-species prediction and model analysis identified con-
served predictive features. Substantial subsets of our predictions are enriched in rele-
vant experimental signals, and are provided as a resource for further study.
6.3 MOCCA: A flexible suite for modelling DNA se-
quence motif occurrence combinatorics
Given a CRE-class and a set of known predictive motifs, a number of motif-based
predictive sequence models can be formulated based on different feature space for-
mulations and machine learning algorithms. In Article I, we developed the SVM-
MOCCA method, which proved highly successful at predicting PcG/TrxG target sites
in Drosophila melanogaster. However, we did not publish a polished implementation,
which can be useful for the wider community of CRE researchers. We also had not
tested the use of PWM motifs with SVM-MOCCA.
In Article III, we present MOCCA—Motif Occurrence Combinatorics Classifica-
tion Algorithms—, a flexible suite for the motif-based modelling of CRE-sequences that
I developed over the course of working on Article I, and which is based on preliminary
work that was done while working on my master’s thesis. MOCCA is an optimized
suite of tools, implemented in C++. MOCCA contains an optimized implementation
of SVM-MOCCA, as well as a reimplementation of the PREdictor, and supports both
IUPAC and PWM motifs. In addition, MOCCA presents a derivative of SVM-MOCCA
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using the method of Random Forests, called RF-MOCCA. Finally, MOCCA includes
a variety of feature space formulations that can be combined with different modelling
methods.
We applied SVM-MOCCA and RF-MOCCA to the tasks of modelling PREs and
Boundary Elements (BEs), making this study the first to model PREs using Random
Forests, and BEs using MOCCA-based methods. We found that SVM-MOCCA and
RF-MOCCA improve generalization to both PREs and BEs over that of the PREdictor,
and over that of cdBEST [92] for BEs, with RF-MOCCA yielding the best generaliza-
tion in both cases.
MOCCA provides a flexible suite of tools for researchers interested in experiment-
ing with motif-based modelling of CRE-sequences. In addition to presenting a new
method that further improves generalization to PREs, we have demonstrated the broader
applicability of MOCCA by modelling BEs. MOCCA is open source and extensible,
with the full source code available on Github: https://github.com/bjornbredesen/
MOCCA.
6.4 Gnocis: An integrated system for interactive and re-
producible analysis and modelling of cis-regulatory
elements in Python 3
The Python programming language has recently risen to become the most widely used
programming language in the world [125]. A wide arsenal of packages are available
for Python, such as Pandas [126] and Scikit-learn [127], which enable Python as a
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powerful data analysis platform. Nonetheless, a Python package has been lacking that
streamlines the modelling of CREs by enabling the combination of feature sets with
machine learning methods and by implementing functionality for model comparison
and genome-wide prediction.
In Article IV, we present Gnocis, a feature-rich package for Python 3 that stream-
lines the analysis and the modelling of CREs. Gnocis implements functionality for
data preparation and flexible vocabularies for feature set and model specification. Fea-
ture sets in Gnocis are composed of graphs that can efficiently extract, combine and
transform features. The modelling API in Gnocis implements common functionality
for model application, such as scoring and prediction using sliding windows, with mul-
tiprocessing support. Multiple feature space formulations are included, such as motif
occurrence frequencies, paired occurrence frequencies and k-spectra, and furthermore,
feature spaces can be combined. Gnocis implements support for four modelling meth-
ods that can be combined with feature spaces: dummy models (unweighted sums), log-
odds models, Support Vector Machines (via Scikit-learn [127]) and Random Forests
(via Scikit-learn [127]). Gnocis also implements support for neural networks via Ten-
sorFlow [128]. Additional models can be implemented by extending the Gnocis model
base class. For model comparison, Gnocis contains a cross-validation engine that sup-
ports imbalanced, multiclass data. In order to facilitate interactive use and visualization,
Gnocis integrates with IPython [129] and Matplotlib [130]. I implemented Gnocis in
Cython, yielding a high-performance, compiled library.
We applied a 5-spectrum mismatch quadratic kernel SVM and a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to the problem of modelling fruit fly PREs, making this the
first study to use CNNs for modelling PREs. We additionally applied a Gnocis im-
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plementation of the PREdictor, and also SVM-MOCCA using a wrapper for MOCCA
(included with Gnocis). The 5-spectrum mismatch SVM yielded the best generaliza-
tion to independent PREs versus the same class of negatives as was used for training
(dummy PREs). However, the SVM generalized poorly to PREs versus coding se-
quences, whereas the CNN achieved generalization comparable to that of the PREdictor
and SVM-MOCCA. All steps in the experiments are provided in a Jupyter Notebook
for easy reproduction of our results.
The broad suite of tools included in Gnocis not only reduces the need for resorting
to using external libraries but also enables additional optimizations, further aiding in
efficient model application, and enabling model specification and application with a






In Chapter 4, I reviewed past work on the modelling and prediction of PREs and
PcG/TrxG target sites, and I discussed questions left open. In this thesis, I present four
articles, two of which address these questions through the development and application
of methods, and analysis of results—Article I and Article II—, and the other two of
which are for tools that I developed in connection with experimental work—MOCCA
(presented in Article III) and Gnocis (presented in Article IV).
In this chapter, I discuss the contributions I have made in this thesis, in terms of
methodological innovation and tools for the broader scientific community studying cis-
regulatory elements, and in order to expand our understanding of the structure, function
and evolution of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements and PcG/TrxG target sites.
Finally, I wrap up the thesis with a discussion of future work.
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7.1 Pushing the methodological boundaries of the field
Over the course of working on my master’s and PhD theses, I and my main supervisor,
Marc Rehmsmeier, identified several opportunities for improving the state-of-the-art in
methodology within the field of modelling PREs and PcG/TrxG target sites in terms of
DNA sequence composition.
Genome-wide experimental data for the training of Drosophila PRE-predictors
All previously published work for the modelling of fruit fly PRE-sequences has focused
on using a small set of 12 experimentally verified PREs for training [47, 75, 76, 54]. The
use of a small, high-confidence PRE training set is accompanied by several problems,
including the inability to train methods that require larger amounts of data, issues with
cross-validation, and difficulties with scaling up the approach through the experimental
verification of PREs on a large scale. Furthermore, the majority of these 12 PREs are
from Hox complexes, potentially biasing models.
Advances in experimental methods have yielded an abundance of genome-wide
binding data. In Article I, we exploited these advances by training our models with
experimentally determined genome-wide PcG/TrxG target sites. We also needed a com-
parably large negative training set. Another innovation that we present in Article I is
the use of Markov chains to generate non-PRE training sequences, which retain PRE
motif composition but lose pairing. Our results in Article I show a substantial improve-
ment in generalization to independent PcG/TrxG target sites and PREs—which cannot
be attributed solely to the increased training set size—, and make way for the training
of PRE-predictors that require larger training sets.
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In Article II, we furthermore define PcG/TrxG target sites in terms of clustered
relevant genome-wide biomarkers obtained from public data repositories, for the fruit
fly, mouse and human genomes. This way, we were able to define PcG/TrxG target
sites by the clustering of higher counts of signals than have previously been used for
the identification of PcG/TrxG target sites. We then used these newly defined PcG target
site sequences to train our models.
An important limitation to note is that we cannot be confident that all PcG/TrxG
clusters determined using genome-wide binding assays, such as ChIP-chip and ChIP-
seq, are PREs. Binding signals can be detected at non-PREs for multiple reasons, in-
cluding physical interactions between regulatory elements and experimental noise. We
also cannot assume that a set of PcG/TrxG clusters is comprehensive, as different epi-
genetic states may yield different recruitment patterns. Nonetheless, we have found
the sequence signals of PREs to be sufficiently strong in the sequences to be useful for
training PRE-predictors.
The quantification of model generalization by means of Precision/Recall curves
with imbalanced data
A variety of approaches can be employed for comparing the generalization of models.
For fair and informative comparisons, all models should be cross-validated using the
same data. The ratio of PREs to non-PREs in a genome is highly imbalanced, and ac-
cordingly, Precision/Recall curves are more informative than Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic curves [117]. So as to not overestimate generalization, the test set employed
should preserve the imbalance of positives to negatives. Studies published prior to Ar-
ticle I for the prediction of PREs in D. melanogaster have included only limited model
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comparisons, such as in terms of sensitivity and specificity for cross-validation with
a small, balanced training set [54], overlaps of PRE predictions to ChIP-chip peaks
[76], and ROC curves for genes [54]. The question of how the models performed in
terms of Precision/Recall curves when using larger, imbalanced test sets—which can
be very different from the generalization indicated by ROC curves and balanced test
sets [117]—remained unaddressed.
In Article I and Article II, we compared model generalization using Precision/Recall
curves and imbalanced test sets, with numerous variations. Our work in Article I and
Article II raises the bar for how PRE-predictors should be compared.
It should be noted that even when preserving the expected genomic ratio of positives
to negatives in the test set, the types of positives and negatives used can strongly influ-
ence generalization measures. Evaluation with dummy genomic sequences can paint
an overly optimistic picture, as the sequences will not retain the complexity of real ge-
nomic sequence. On the other hand, if using real genomic sequences, the presence of
positives in the negative set may negatively impact measured precision.
SVM-MOCCA and RF-MOCCA: new contenders to the throne of fruit fly PRE-
predictors
We presented a new CRE-predictor in Article I, which models CREs by means of
training one SVM per motif, and combining motif-predictions by means of a log-odds
model. SVM-MOCCA yielded the best generalization of the methods that we com-
pared. In Article III, we presented a derivative method called the Random Forest Motif
Occurrence Combinatorics Classification Algorithm (RF-MOCCA), where the SVMs
are replaced by Random Forests (RFs). RF-MOCCA further improves generalization
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to PREs.
MOCCA: a flexible suite for CRE-prediction
The potential use cases of SVM-MOCCA extend beyond PREs, to other classes of
CREs with known motifs, such as boundary elements [92]. We have written a pol-
ished tool, MOCCA (presented in Article III), which contains efficient implementa-
tions of SVM-MOCCA and RF-MOCCA, as well as support for training models using
combinations of different classifiers and feature space formulations. To demonstrate
the broader applicability of SVM-MOCCA and RF-MOCCA beyond that of PREs, we
trained SVM-MOCCA and RF-MOCCA with Boundary Elements (BEs), and found
that both models improve generalization over that of classic SVMs and RFs using mo-
tifs or a 4-spectrum as features.
PeCAN Biomarker Reinforcement Learning
The reinforcement learning method that we introduced in Article II, PeCAN-BioRL,
enables the training of PcG/TrxG target site models without prior motif knowledge.
This enabled us to train PcG target site models for both fruit fly and vertebrate genomes.
This method can be generalized to new genomes where sufficient data is available.
It should be noted that the successful application of the PeCAN-BioRL procedure
depends on the quality and variety of relevant data available for the target organism.
In our experiments, using only four experimental signals yielded poor generalization.
Training with data from only one type of cell may also bias models.
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Gnocis: a feature-rich package for CRE-bioinformatics in Python 3
The ability to interactively inspect data and explore analytical and modelling approaches
can greatly improve the efficiency with which data science–based research can be con-
ducted, as is evidenced by the popularity of tools such as Jupyter Notebooks [131] and
libraries such as Pandas [126]. In Article IV, we present Gnocis, a feature-rich package
for Python 3, with the aim of streamlining the analysis and the modelling of CREs, and
in turn, making the life of the CRE-researcher easier. In addition to providing a set of
tools that can readily be employed, and a tutorial that demonstrates all steps necessary
for training and deploying multiple PRE-predictors, Gnocis provides classes that can
be extended with user-defined models, and is open source.
7.2 Advancing our understanding of Polycomb/Trithorax
Response Elements
In line with the title of this thesis, a central aim has been to expand our knowledge of
i) the structure, ii) the function and iii) the evolution of PREs. I here address each of
these three aspects.
The structure of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements
In Article I, we trained models using the motifs used by previous Drosophila PRE-
models [47, 76, 54], and a variety of additional motifs from the literature [47, 2, 48, 49].
Of the additional motifs, only the GTGT-motif improved generalization. This adds to
the evidence of the importance of the GTGT-motif to the structure of Drosophila PREs.
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When we constructed the negative training set in Article I, we generated negatives
(dummy PREs) with a 4th order Markov chain trained on PREs, preserving motif com-
position in the generated sequences, but not motif-pairing, as was previously identified
as predictive of PREs [47]. The fact that we observed improved generalization when
training models on genome-wide experimental data and dummy PREs further illustrates
that combinatorial motif occurrence is a central feature of Drosophila PRE architecture,
as otherwise, models would have failed to distinguish the two classes.
In Article II, our move beyond training with known PRE-motifs, and in-depth
model analysis, enabled us to identify a variety of motifs for both fly and vertebrate
PcG/TrxG target sites. For the fly model, a number of motifs can be mapped to fac-
tors whose involvement in PREs is supported by the literature. Elucidating whether the
remaining motifs and putative binding factors contribute to PRE function will require
further investigation.
The function of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements
The genome-wide prediction of PREs can potentially uncover PcG target sites that are
not easily discovered using genome-wide binding assays, such as ChIP-seq, due to their
dependence on cellular and experimental conditions. This is exemplified by predictions
made by our models that land outside of Drosophila chromatin accessible early in de-
velopment. We have performed target gene prediction in Drosophila in Article I, and
performed gene ontology analysis. As our models make orders of magnitude more
predictions than were made by previous studies, and our models generalize better to
independent PcG target sites, the ontologies of our target gene predictions may be more
representative of the genome-wide picture for PcG-regulation than those of previous
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sequence model predictions. However, it is likely that target gene predictions that take
chromatin domains into account will yield a more precise picture.
A central functional question: How likely is an experimentally determined PcG/TrxG
target site or a predicted PRE to be a functional PRE? As noted earlier, there are mul-
tiple ways by which a non-PRE can be experimentally enriched in PcG/TrxG. As such,
it is likely that not all experimentally determined PcG/TrxG target sites are PREs. Ac-
cordingly, I have made an effort to distinguish between the two in this thesis. First
and foremost, peaks may arise as shadows caused by chromatin interactions [24]. Fur-
thermore, even if we can extract the subset of true positive binding sites for PcG/TrxG
proteins with complete precision, a PRE is defined by its ability to maintain target gene
repression or activation, previously established by a separate regulatory element. The
question remains of whether or not all bonafide PcG binding sites correspond to func-
tional PREs, or whether the presence or absence of certain sequence features can yield
a PcG-bound but dysfunctional PcG target site. The results of experimental testing of
PRE predictions in previous studies [47, 76] demonstrate that sequence models trained
on PREs with known PRE-motifs do predict PREs with high precision—as measured
by means of the miniwhite assay—, and that the main issue has been a lack of sensi-
tivity. It should be noted that although the miniwhite assay can test that a regulatory
element is functional, it does not test the memory function of PREs, as it only gives a
readout in the adult (Leonie Ringrose, personal correspondence). Our models in Ar-
ticle I are able to separate the training set used by Ringrose et al. [47] to a moderate
degree, in spite of not having been trained with the set, and our models in Article II to
a high degree. Although the above question cannot readily be answered without func-
tional testing of candidate PREs, the results of past prediction validation do suggest that
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high-confidence predictions enriched in experimental signals are likely to be bonafide
PREs.
The evolution of Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements
The evolution of PREs among drosophilids has previously been investigated in terms of
motif turnover and mobility over evolution [76]. For vertebrates, the generalization of
sequence models trained on PcG target gene promoters [120] or H3K27me3-domains
[42] has been measured between multiple species.
The models presented in Article II move beyond the confines of gene promoters,
and incorporate more comprehensive experimental data than have previously been used
for PcG/TrxG target site models, in multiple species, using a reinforcement learning
regimen. This has enabled us to investigate genome-wide PcG target gene conservation
based on PcG target site predictions, which, to our knowledge, has not previously been
done. Our choice of model formulation further enabled us to probe the predictive fea-
tures of a non-linear model in detail, and in turn gave us access to information about the
conservation of the features that define PcG/TrxG target sites (according to the models),
and potentially define PREs, across evolutionarily distant species.
Further investigation will be required in order to shed light on the biological sig-
nificance of the predicted target gene conservation and conserved predictive sequence
features. Few vertebrate PREs have yet been verified, and although our predictions
provide a resource that can aid in the discovery of new vertebrate PREs, experimental
functional testing will be required. As sufficient data becomes available to apply our or
similar methods to more species, it will become possible to paint an ever clearer picture




Time did not permit me to investigate all of the relevant ideas that I conceived of, and
many of them, at the time of this writing, still remain open for future work.
First of all, there are a number of features that I would like to implement for
MOCCA and Gnocis. Work during my master’s thesis—following the work of [132]—
showed promising results for the use of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for hyper-
parameter tuning, and I have been interested in the possibility of a derivative of SVM-
MOCCA that identifies predictive motifs within a motif database by means of PSO. For
Gnocis, implementing support for Bayesian modelling, such as Bayesian Convolutional
Neural Networks, would be interesting.
I have also had ideas for a number of experiments. The combination of modelling
and predicting PREs and boundary elements could enable more precise PcG/TrxG tar-
get gene predictions, and in turn yield a more accurate picture of the targets of the
Polycomb/Trithorax system for the organism as a whole. Modelling the endpoints of
chromatin loops containing PREs, such as from [23], might enable the prediction of
both PREs and any non-PRE sequences that PREs physically interact with. Given the
success of the methods developed in Article II, it would be very interesting to train a
Convolutional Neural Network using a similar approach to PeCAN-BioRL. As suffi-
cient experimental data becomes available in additional species, it would be very inter-
esting to analyse the evolution of PcG/TrxG targeting in more detail.
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Notation overview
• |S|: Cardinality of a set S.
• ⊕: Positive label.
• 	: Negative label.
• B = {⊕,	}: Binary label set.
• f : A→ B: Function mapping elements of A to elements of B.
• ĉ(x): Approximation of function c(x).
• TP , TN , FP , FN : True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False
Negatives, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
Polycomb Response Elements (PREs) are cis-
regulatory DNA elements that maintain gene tran-
scription states through DNA replication and mito-
sis. PREs have little sequence similarity, but are
enriched in a number of sequence motifs. Previ-
ous methods for modelling Drosophila melanogaster
PRE sequences (PREdictor and EpiPredictor) have
used a set of 7 motifs and a training set of 12
PREs and 16-23 non-PREs. Advances in experimen-
tal methods for mapping chromatin binding factors
and modifications has led to the publication of sev-
eral genome-wide sets of Polycomb targets. In addi-
tion to the seven motifs previously used, PREs are
enriched in the GTGT motif, recently associated with
the sequence-specific DNA binding protein Com-
bgap. We investigated whether models trained on
genome-wide Polycomb sites generalize to indepen-
dent PREs when trained with control sequences gen-
erated by naive PRE models and including the GTGT
motif. We also developed a new PRE predictor: SVM-
MOCCA. Training PRE predictors with genome-wide
experimental data improves generalization to inde-
pendent data, and SVM-MOCCA predicts the majority
of PREs in three independent experimental sets. We
present 2908 candidate PREs enriched in sequence
and chromatin signatures. 2412 of these are also
enriched in H3K4me1, a mark of Trithorax activated
chromatin, suggesting that PREs/TREs have a com-
mon sequence code.
INTRODUCTION
The body plan of the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, is
genetically determined by transcription factors whose ex-
pression patterns are carefully coordinated and localized
(1). Some transcription factors are produced early in devel-
opment, where they gather at initiation elements in DNA
that in turn establish the expression states of developmen-
tally important genes (1). Later in development, these initi-
ating factors deteriorate, and a memory of gene transcrip-
tion states must be maintained (2,3).
Polycomb Response Elements (PREs) are cellular mem-
ory elements in DNA that maintain a memory of tran-
scription states of their target genes over cell division (4,5).
To accomplish this, PREs recruit Polycomb group (PcG)
proteins, which maintain repression, and Trithorax group
(TrxG) proteins, which antagonize PcG repression (6,7) (see
Materials and Methods for a discussion of response ele-
ments nomenclature). PcG proteins were first identified as
Hox gene regulators inDrosophila melanogaster, where PcG
mutant flies exhibit ectopic Hox gene expression along the
anterior-posterior axis (3,8). It has since been discovered
that PcG proteins target a much wider range of genes (9–12)
and that PcG proteins have mammalian homologs, with im-
portant roles in development and with implications in can-
cer (13,14).
The Polycomb system is best characterized in Drosophila
melanogaster, where tens of PREs have been experimen-
tally verified (1,15–17) and tens of PcG/TrxG proteins have
been identified (13,14). Drosophila PREs are several hun-
dred base pairs long, with little sequence homology be-
tween them (1). Nonetheless, they are enriched in the bind-
ing motifs for several DNA binding factors. PcG proteins in
D. melanogaster include Pc (Polycomb), Psc (Posterior sex
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combs), Pho (Pleiohomeotic) and Sfmbt (Scm-related gene
containing four mbt domains) (13). Pho is the only PcG
protein known to bind DNA with sequence specificity (18).
PcG proteins form three major complexes on chromatin:
Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1) (19), Polycomb
Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) (20–23) and Pleiohomeotic
Repressive Complex (PhoRC) (24). Polycomb repressed
chromatin is marked by histone 3 lysine 27 trimethyla-
tion (H3K27me3) (20–23). Trithorax activated chromatin is
marked by histone 3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1)
(25) or dimethylation (H3K4me2) (26).
Drosophila PREs were originally discovered by testing
segments of DNA for their ability to maintain previously
established transcription states when taken out of their en-
dogenous context (4,5). In 2003, Ringrose et al. published a
computationalmethod tomodel PRE sequences, named the
PREdictor, which predicted 167 candidate PREs genome-
wide inD. melanogaster for one expected false-positive pre-
diction (9). The PREdictor scores sequence windows by a
linear combination of motif pair occurrence frequencies,
weighted by log-odds of occurrence frequencies in a training
set of PREs and non-PREs. Ringrose et al. trained the PRE-
dictor on a set of 12 PREs (11 PREs from D. melanogaster
and 1 from D. virilis) and 16 non-PREs (promoters that
are enriched in PRE sequence motifs but that do not re-
cruit Polycomb), together with a set of seven motifs. Six
of these motifs correspond to DNA binding factors (two
for GAGA binding factor, three for Pleiohomeotic, one for
Zeste), and one is a motif that was identified by conserva-
tion between D. melanogaster and D. virilis in the engrailed
PREandwhose deletion abrogates silencing function (EN1)
(27). The authors found that paired motif occurrence fre-
quencies can distinguish PREs from non-PREs, whereas
single motif occurrence frequencies cannot. This suggests
that the sequence criteria for recruiting Polycomb are of a
combinatorial nature and that DNA binding factors coop-
erate on PREs to recruit Polycomb regulatory complexes.
Furthermore, Ringrose et al. identified several new can-
didate PRE sequence motifs, including the GTGT motif.
Since then, the GTGT motif has been shown to be essen-
tial for silencing in the vg PRE (28), and it has been shown
to be bound by the sequence-specific DNA binding protein
Combgap, which is involved in PcG recruitment (29). The
GTGT motif has also been rediscovered as the CACA mo-
tif in a ChIP-on-chip study of genome-wide binding pro-
files of PcG and other proteins (30). The PREdictor (9)
method was later extended to the jPREdictor (31), a re-
implementation in Java, providing a graphical user interface
and offering the ability to flexibly define motifs and their
combinations.
In 2012, Zeng et al. published the EpiPredictor (32), a
PRE predictor that uses the machine learning method of
Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Support Vector Ma-
chines model feature space class boundaries by placing a
decision surface between the points of two classes such that
the margin to the closest points is maximized, with room
for treating data points as noise by use of a soft margin, and
with the possibility of non-linear modelling by use of ker-
nel functions (33). The EpiPredictor filters sequence win-
dows using the SVM and a GC-content filter and scores
them based on the total number of motif occurrences they
contain. The SVM feature space consists of single motif
occurrence frequencies. The EpiPredictor was trained on
the same set of PREs and with the same motifs as used by
Ringrose et al. (9). Zeng et al. (32) found that non-linear
kernels distinguish PREs from non-PREs better than lin-
ear kernels, adding further evidence of the importance of
motif occurrence combinatorics for PRE sequences.
Recent advances in experimental methods have led to
the publication of several sets of candidate PREs genome-
wide in Drosophila (10,11,30,34–38). These methods in-
clude chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) combined
with microarray (ChIP-chip) (39), ChIP combined with
high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) (40) and DNA
adenine methyltransferase identification (DamID) (37).
The published candidate PRE sets vary in the number
and identity of candidate PREs they contain (1,12). Several
factors may underlie these discrepancies, such as differences
in experimental methods (ChIP-chip versus ChIP-seq) or
differences in antibodies used. The results of experimen-
tal mapping methods also depend on the cells being stud-
ied and on their genetic states. Furthermore, PREs physi-
cally interact with other genomic loci, forming higher-order
structures (41). Experimental mapping methods do not dis-
criminate between recruiting and interacting sites and can
as a result capture regions that PREs interact with, in ad-
dition to the PREs themselves (1). In silico PRE prediction
methods have no such limitations and can help us to under-
stand the sequence criteria for what constitutes a PRE.
Sequences that recruit PcG proteins in other organisms
are also being studied, though few mammalian PREs have
so far been identified (15). PcG recruitment has been mod-
elled in human embryonic stem cells using Support Vector
Machines (42). In the frog Xenopus tropicalis, Support Vec-
tor Machines were able to identify a k-mer spectrum that
characterizes H3K27me3 nucleation sites that are not CpG
islands and that work as repressive elements when taken
out of their endogenous context (43). Du et al. (44) re-
ported three classes of response elements in human: Poly-
comb Response Elements (PREs), Trithorax Response Ele-
ments (TREs) and Polycomb/TrithoraxResponse Elements
(P/TREs).
Previous publications on modelling Drosophila PREs
have used small sets of experimentally tested PREs for
training the models. The resulting genome-wide predic-
tions have limited overlaps with genome-wide experimen-
tally determined PcG-recruiting chromatin regions. Fur-
thermore, the GTGT motif has not previously been in-
cluded in Drosophila PRE sequence models. We here seek
to refine the state of the art in DNA sequence models of
Drosophila Polycomb Response Elements by investigating
whether the training of sequence models on genome-wide
experimentally determined PcG-recruiting DNA and in-
cluding theGTGTmotif increases the agreement between in
silico PRE predictions and independent experimentally de-
termined genome-wide sets of PcG target regions. We fur-
ther address the question whether a more advanced mod-
elling approach can additionally improve model generaliza-
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nomenclature of response elements
The nomenclature of response elements is evolving.
Chang et al. (45) identified a 440-bp fragment in the
postbithorax/bithoraxoid region of Ultrabithorax that con-
tains both a PRE (PolycombResponse Element) and a TRE
(Trithorax Response Element). Tillib et al. (46) distinguish
TREs and PREs as discrete sequences in a TRE-PREmod-
ule. The closeness of PREs and TREs is described by (47) as
an ‘intermingling of elements’, and the authors propose that
PREs/TREs acquire the new name ‘maintenance elements’,
to reflect their dual function. Bloyer et al. (48) conclude that
(then) recent data strongly suggests that ‘each PRE/TRE
is composed of multiple different cis-DNA modules, which
can be bound by different subsets of PC-G and TRX-G
at defined spatial and temporal positions in the embryo’.
While some authors consistently use the term PRE/TRE
(1), emphasizing the dual nature of these maintenance el-
ements, others primarily use the term PRE and conclude
from experimental data that ‘PREs are also TREs’ (34). En-
derle et al. (35) present a set of ‘PcG binding sites’ that is not
only defined on the basis of proteins from the Polycomb
group, but also on TRX-C, and also use the term PRE.
Kahn et al. (36) also use the term PRE for regions defined
from overlapping peaks of E(Z), TRX and PC and coin-
ciding with H3K27me3 domains. It thus appears that more
recently, the term PRE is universally used for PcG target
sites that can also be TrxG target sites and have potential to
be both Polycomb and Trithorax Response Elements (with
the caveat that the response function of these sites has not
been tested). In accordance with this, we primarily use the
term PRE (Polycomb Response Element), but mean it to
encompass such elements’ potential function as TREs.
Genome assembly
We used the D. melanogaster genome assembly release 6
(2014) (49,50). All published genomic coordinates that we
considered that were for a previous genome assembly were
converted to release 6 using the FlyBase (51) coordinate
converter.
DNA sequence motifs
We used motifs defined in IUPAC notation (52), as used or
reported in Ringrose et al. (9): EN 1: GSNMACGCCCC (one
mismatch allowed), G10: GAGAGAGAGA (one mismatch al-
lowed), GAF: GAGAG, PF: GCCATHWY, PM: CNGCCATNDN
ND, PS: GCCAT, Z: YGAGYG, GTGT: GTGT. Throughout the
manuscript, when comparing classifiers with and without
the GTGT motif, those with have been marked ‘w. GTGT’.
SVM-MOCCA always makes use of this motif and has not
been marked explicitly.
For comparison experiments, we also used the follow-
ing motifs, reported in (53): one additional motif for Zeste:
BGAGTGV, one for Sp1/KLF: RRGGYG, one for Dsp1:
GAAAA, two for Grainyhead: TGTTTTTT and WCHGGTT,
and one for ‘site A’: GAACNG.
To investigate how the addition of GTGT to a PRE
model compares to adding a random 4-mer, we randomly
generated 19 unique 4-mers (unique also when considering
reverse complements).
Sequence-generating nth-order Markov chains
For every n-mer s (a DNA sequence of length n), we ob-
tained the probability of observing each nucleotide q ∈
{A, T, G, C} next as the fraction of times we observe q after
s versus the total number of observations of s. To account
for double-strandedness, we also obtained n-mer frequen-
cies on the reverse complement of each sequence. We added
a pseudocount of 1 for each nucleotide for each n-mer to en-
sure none had zero observations. To generate a sequence, we
randomly picked an n-mer with the probability of observing
this n-mer, and generated each subsequent nucleotide based
on the nucleotide probability distribution for the last gener-
ated n-mer.
Training and validation sequences
We acquired the training set used byRingrose et al. (9), con-
sisting of 12 PREs and 16 non-PREs, henceforth referred to
as the T2003 training set.
Additionally, we acquired genome-wide candidate PcG
target sites determined by Schwartz et al. (34), Enderle et al.
(35) and Kahn et al. (36). We considered including data
from Schuettengruber et al. (30), but as they did not pub-
lish candidate PRE coordinates and we already consider
three more recently published PRE sets, we opted not to
include their data in our analysis. For the Schwartz et al.
(34) set, computationally defined PREs were downloaded
from the article’s Supplementary Table S6, and coordinates
were converted from D. melanogaster genome assembly 4
to assembly 6. PcG target regions from the Enderle et al.
(35) set were acquired from the article’s Supplementary Ta-
ble 3 and converted fromD. melanogaster genome assembly
5 to assembly 6. The Kahn et al. (36) set of computationally
defined PREs was extracted from the article’s Supplemen-
tary Table S1 and converted from genome assembly 5 to as-
sembly 6. All coordinate conversions between genome as-
semblies were performed using the FlyBase (51) coordinate
converter. Only regions localized on chromosomes 2L, 2R,
3L, 3R, 4 and X were considered. Heterochromatic regions
(‘Het’ chromosomes in the FlyBase annotation) were dis-
carded. After coordinate conversions, in order to account
for any distancing between recruited factors and recruiting
sequences, all regions were resized to a length of 3 kb each
(1.5 kb bidirectionally from each region center), and cor-
responding sequences were extracted from the assembly 6
genome.
We generated three sets of negative control sequences for
training and testing: (a) For each PcG target region set, we
generated a set of one hundred times asmany 3 kb-long ran-
dom sequences, using a fourth-order Markov chain trained
on the respective set, henceforth referred to as dummy
PREs. (b) A fourth-order Markov chain was trained on
the D. melanogaster genome and used to generate a set of
a hundred times as many 3 kb-long random sequences as
in the largest Polycomb target set (20 100 sequences in to-
tal), henceforth referred to as dummy genomic sequences.
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their set of origin, but are unlikely to retain any higher-
order structure such as motif pairing or clustering. (c) Fi-
nally, we acquired coding sequences from the FlyBase (51)
r6.04 annotation. In order to get a set of uniformly sized
coding sequences for training and testing, we concatenated
the coding sequences and split the resulting sequence into
non-overlapping 3 kb-long fragments, henceforth referred
to as coding sequences. Additionally, in order to have a cod-
ing sequence region set to check for genomic overlaps with
predictions, unlikely to contain gene-proximal PREs, we de-
fined core coding sequences as annotated coding sequences
shrunk bi-directionally by 250 bp, with regions too small to
shrink omitted.
We refer to training sets consisting of PREs from a
genome-wide experimental set and corresponding dummy
PREs by the nameT2017. For themain figures, T2017 refers
to the Schwartz et al. (34) set of PREs and of corresponding
dummy PREs as controls. For supplementary figures where
we train models on the Enderle et al. (35) and Kahn et al.
(36) sets, the meaning of T2017 is modified to refer to the
specified PRE set and corresponding dummy PREs.
Cross-validation
To account for random variation in generalization perfor-
mance, we cross-validated with 50 repetitions, resulting in
50 sets of independent training and test sequences. Over
cross-validation, each sequence set was randomly shuffled,
and the first 110 sequences were reserved for training. Of the
remainder, the first 50 PRE sequences and 5000 non-PRE
sequences of each set were used for testing. This 100:1 ra-
tio of controls to PREs reflects the expected genome-wide
context, based on the assumption that the 140 Mb-long D.
melanogaster genome contains 1400 1 kb-long PREs. Note
that the precise number is neither known nor necessary to
be known for this analysis, since any number between a
few hundred and a few thousand PREs in the Drosophila
genome will be reflected accurately enough in the perfor-
mance evaluations.
Classifier performance evaluation
When testing model generalization, we applied our mod-
els using a sliding window across all test sequences, where
the maximum window score was taken as the final test se-
quence score.When visualizingmodel generalization, we fo-
cused on Precision/Recall curves (PRCs), which plot Preci-
sion = TP/(TP + FP) in the Y-axis and Recall = TP/(TP
+ FN) in the X-axis. TP denotes the number of true pos-
itives, FP the number of false positives and FN the num-
ber of false negatives. PRCs, unlike ROC (Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristics) curves, are informative of generaliza-
tion performance on highly imbalanced datasets, such as
genome-wide predictions, where the number of positives
is small compared to the number of negatives (54). The
area under the Precision/Recall curve (PRC AUC) gives a
threshold-independent measure of expected classifier gen-
eralization. Note that, as a consequence, PRC AUC does
not refer to any particular number of predictions nor to
any particular number of true and false positives. Rather,
such numbers correspond to a point on the Precision/Recall
curve. Depending on requirements, e.g. with respect to an
expected precision, a score cutoff can be chosen which will
then determine specific numbers such as the number of pre-
dictions and true and false positives. We use the mean PRC
AUC over cross-validation, with 95% confidence intervals
calculated based on normally distributed means.
CPREdictor
We have reimplemented the PREdictor (9) algorithm in
C++, following the formulation given in (9) and in the
jPREdictor (31) source code. We henceforth refer to our
implementation as the CPREdictor. The CPREdictor has
been tested for functional equivalence with PREdictor and
jPREdictor, in order to ensure comparability.
SVM-MOCCA
The Support Vector Machine Motif Occurrence Combina-
torics ClassificationAlgorithm (SVM-MOCCA) constructs
one Support Vector Machine (SVM) per motif in order
to model local sequence composition around motif occur-
rences in a target class versus one or more negative classes.
Given a DNA sequence, a feature vector is constructed for
each occurrence of each motif, consisting of occurrence fre-
quencies of motifs and dinucleotides within 250 bp of the
occurrence, giving a feature space in |M| + 42 dimensions
for a set of |M|motifs. For a given set of training sequences,
each motif SVM is trained on all occurrences of its respec-
tive motif in the training sequences, with the view of pre-
dicting the sequence class (positive or negative) of a motif
occurrence.
Once each SVM has been trained, occurrences of all mo-
tifs in the training set are classified by the corresponding
SVMs. Let M denote a set of motifs, P and N sets of posi-
tive and negative training sequences, respectively, and f(m,
s) the frequency of positively classified occurrences of motif




p∈P f (m, p)/|P|∑
n∈N f (m, n)/|N|
.
Given a sequence to classify, feature vectors are con-
structed for all motif occurrences in the sequence, which are
in turn classified by their corresponding SVM. Frequencies
of positively classifiedmotif occurrences, f(m) for amotifm,





We used LibSVM (55) for the Support Vector Machine
implementation. SVMswere trained with linear kernels and
also with polynomial kernels with degrees 2 and 3 (hence-
forth referred to as quadratic and cubic kernels, respec-
tively). As SVMs support the use of more than two classes,
we used PREs together with all three control classes for
training (dummy PREs, dummy genomic sequences and
coding sequences).
When more than two classes are used, each SVM mod-
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the class of each motif occurrence is predicted by majority
vote, as implemented in LibSVM (55). One of the classes is
designated as positive and the remaining classes as negative,
giving a binary classification.
Prediction threshold calibration
We considered the model trained for cross-validation fold
1. The test set PREs were taken as positives. For the cali-
bration negatives, we trained a fourth-order Markov chain
on theD.melanogaster genome, and we generated 44 626 se-
quences, each 3 kb long, adding up to approximately the size
of the D. melanogaster genome, at a total of 133.9 Mb. We
searched the precision/recall space for the threshold with
highest recall for the desired precision, with linear interpola-
tion if necessary. For reasons of stability, we took the mean
threshold over 10 repetitions of random-genome construc-
tion.
Genome-wide prediction
We applied each classifier across chromosomes 2L, 2R, 3L,
3R, 4 andXusing a slidingwindow,with a step size of 10 bp,
and a window size determined by the classifier. Windows
with a score above the classifier threshold were noted as
predictions, and overlapping predictions were merged into
non-overlapping predicted candidate PREs.
Chromatin accessibility
We acquired DNaseI-seq data from the Berkeley
Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BDTNP)
(http://bdtnp.lbl.gov:8080/Fly-Net/access.jsp) for five dif-
ferent developmental stages (embryonic stages 5, 9, 10, 11
and 14). For a given set of regions, we defined accessible
regions of the set as the subset of regions that overlap with
regions in at least one of the five DNaseI-seq sets.
Genomic region overlaps
To measure genomic region overlaps between two sets A
and B, we took the subset of regions in A that overlap with
at least one region in B by at least one base pair. When com-
paring predictions to published genome-wide data sets, in
order to account for potential distancing of recruited fac-
tors from recruitment sites, we extended regions in the pub-
lished sets bi-directionally by 1 kb before checking overlaps
(with the exception of modENCODE histone marks).
ModENCODE data sets
We acquired GFF/GFF3 genomic coordinate files from
modENCODE (56) for D. melanogaster: H3K27me3 (13
sets); H3K4me1 (10 sets); H3K4me3 (14 sets); Pc (Poly-
comb) (6 sets); Psc (Posterior sex combs) (3 sets); dSFMBT
(2 sets). The full paths from themodENCODEFTP archive
are given in Supplementary Table S1. The datasets were
downloaded in April 2016, and later datasets were not
considered. The sets include data from animals (Adult-
Female, Adult-Male, Embryos-0-12-hr, Embryos-0-4-hr,
Embryos-12-16-hr, Embryos-14-16-hr-OR, Embryos-16-
20-hr, Embryos-2-4-hr-OR, Embryos-20-24-hr, Embryos-4-
8-hr, Embryos-8-12-hr, Larvae-3rd-instar, Larvae-L1-stage,
Larvae-L2-stage, Larvae-L3-stage, Late-Embryonic-stage),
as well as cell-lines (ML-DmBG3-c2, S2-DRSC).
Extraction of PRE predictions with biologically relevant sig-
nals
For each set of predictions by CPREdictor T2017 w. GTGT
and SVM-MOCCA (Supplementary Files 1 and 3), we ex-
tracted the subsets of predictions that overlapped both with
at least one H3K27me3 peak and with at least one peak of
Pc, Psc or Sfmbt. For the H3K27me3, Pc, Psc and Sfmbt
signals, we used merged sets of peaks from modENCODE
as noted above. The resulting sets of candidate PREs are
henceforth referred to as CPREdictor T2017 w. GTGT HC
(1036 candidate PREs; Supplementary File 2) and SVM-
MOCCA HC (2908 candidate PREs; Supplementary File
4), respectively, with ‘HC’ standing for ‘high-confidence’. In
addition, we extracted predictions enriched in H3K4me1 as
candidate TREs (Supplementary Files 10 and 11).
Core sequence fragment prediction
From the 3 kb-long (or longer when merged) SVM-
MOCCA predictions, we identified the most predictive sub-
regions, henceforth referred to as SVM-MOCCA HC Core
(Supplementary File 5). We applied SVM-MOCCA to its
genome-wide predictions, with an iteratively larger window
size from the following sequence of sizes: 500 bp, 600 bp,
750 bp, 1 kb, 1.5 kb, 2 kb, 2.5 kb, 3 kb, and with a step size
of 50 bp. The highest-scoring window for each window size
was collected, and the overall maximally scoring window
(with the score normalized by window length), was defined
as the core sequence.
Target gene prediction
We acquired the FlyBase genome annotation release R6.04.
For a given region, any gene overlapping with a region was
defined as a candidate target gene. For each region that did
not overlap with any gene, the gene closest to the region (as
determined by the closest region and gene endpoints) was
defined as a candidate target gene.
Candidate PcG target genes were predicted for the com-
plete PRE prediction sets from CPREdictor T2003, CPRE-
dictor T2017, CPREdictor T2017 w. GTGT (Supplemen-
tary File 6) and SVM-MOCCA (Supplementary File 7).
Target genes from other publications
We downloaded published sets of predicted PcG target
genes for PREdictor (9) and EpiPredictor (32), and from
Schwartz et al. (34) and Enderle et al. (35).
The Schwartz et al. (34) PcG target genes were extracted
from Supplementary Tables S2 and S4 from their article
(class I and class II high-confidence PcG target genes, re-
spectively), and these two sets were merged. For the Enderle
et al. (35) set, target genes were extracted from the article’s
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be found in the FlyBase (51) r6.04 annotation were omitted.
No further validation was performed on sets, except for the
predictions from (9), which we validated using FlyBase, giv-
ing higher numbers of genes recognized in the annotation
we used. Since no target genes were published in (36), we
predicted target genes for that study by proximity, follow-
ing the same procedure as for our own PRE predictions.
Gene ontology analysis
A list of all gene names was extracted from the FlyBase
(51) r6.04 annotation. For each set of candidate PcG target
genes, gene ontology analysis was performed using GOrilla
(57) with two unranked lists of genes, where the first was
the list of candidate PcG target genes and the second was
the list of all annotated genes.
Software and packages
All figures except for Figure 2D were generated using R
(58). The Precrec (59) library was used for generating aver-
age Precision/Recall curves and corresponding confidence
intervals (Figure 1A and C). The Plotrix (60) library was
usedwhen generating the pie charts in Figure 2C. For gener-
ating the Venn diagrams in Figures 3D and Supplementary
Figure S11, the VennDiagram (61) library was used. Tom-
tom (62) was used to search for factors that bind a k-mer.
Gene ontology analysis was performed using GOrilla (57).
The vestigial, invected and engrailed loci in Figure 2D were
visualized using the Integrated Genome Browser (63).
RESULTS
Training sequence models on genome-wide PcG target sites
improves PRE sequence model generalization
We wanted to see how models trained on genome-wide
experimentally determined PcG-enriched regions compare
to models trained on the Ringrose et al. (9) set of PREs,
in terms of their ability to distinguish independent exper-
imentally determined PcG-enriched regions from different
classes of background sequences. To this end, we extracted
genomic sequences for PcG-enriched regions from three
publications (34–36), as described in Materials and Meth-
ods. We focus on the (34) set for training. Our models are
discriminative, necessitating a set of non-PREs for train-
ing. We used three classes of non-PRE sequences for train-
ing and testing: (a) dummy PREs, (b) dummy genomic se-
quences and (c) coding sequences, as described inMaterials
and Methods. Dummy PREs, due to their motif composi-
tion being similar to that of PREs, form the strictest of our
control sets, but are also unlikely to retain the characteristic
motif occurrence clustering that has been found to be pre-
dictive of PREs (9). We thus assume that dummy PREs are
unlikely to model functional PREs, and we include this set
in the training of all of our models. Core coding sequences
have zero or close to zero overlaps with experimentally de-
termined PRE sets when promoter-overlapping PREs are
omitted (data not shown).We speculate that any overlaps of
PREs with coding sequences are due to promoter-promixal
PREs, lack of positional precision for ChIP data, and fac-
tor mobility, rather than that PREs occur in coding se-
quences.With this assumption, coding sequences constitute
a set of real genomic sequences that are unlikely to con-
tain PREs. Both dummy genomic sequences and coding se-
quences share only minimal resemblence with PREs, mak-
ing them more null than dummy PREs. We thus focused
most of our attention on training with dummy PREs, but
we include dummy genomic and coding sequences in our
model evaluation and when training multi-class models, as
independent control sets. This enabled us to investigate any
over-fitting to dummy PREs that may occur and to train
multi-class models.
In order to test model generalization, we split the PRE
and control sets into independent training and test sets, with
50-fold cross-validation to account for random variation,
and a 1:100 ratio of PREs to non-PREs to reflect the ex-
pected genome-wide context, as described in Materials and
Methods.
When training the CPREdictor algorithm on the T2017
set, using the same motifs as Ringrose et al. (9), and evalu-
ating the trained classifiers on independent cross-validation
PREs versus dummy genomic sequence controls, we ob-
served a 2.9-fold increase in the mean Area Under the Pre-
cision Recall Curve (PRC AUC) compared to training with
the training set used by Ringrose et al. (9) (T2003) (Fig-
ure 1A). This increase in PRC AUC is robust over cross-
validation (Figure 1A and B), with non-overlapping 95%
confidence intervals of the mean PRC AUCs (Figure 1A).
We also observed increased PRCAUC for T2017 when eval-
uating with dummy PRE controls (Figure 1C and D) and
coding sequence controls (Supplementary Figure S1).
These results demonstrate that training models on
genome-wide experimentally determined PcG target sites,
and with controls generated by a fourth-order Markov
chain trained on those sites, results in models that better
distinguish independent PcG target sites (from the same
set) from genomic background and PRE-like non-PRE
sequences than models trained on the set compiled by
Ringrose et al. (9). Training and evaluating PRE sequence
models using other published sets of PcG-recruiting re-
gions shows the same trend, where models trained on PcG-
recruiting regions generalize better to independent PcG tar-
get regions than models trained on the T2003 set (Supple-
mentary Figure S2).
The improvement in model generalization is independent of
training set size
To determine the influence of training set size on generaliza-
tion performance, we additionally trained the CPREdictor
using sets of 12 and sets of 50 PRE and control sequences
each. We observed only negligible differences in generaliza-
tion performance across the sets of 12, 50 and 110 training
sequences (mean PRC AUCs, with 95% confidence inter-
vals, were 34.62± 1.84%, 34.79± 1.82% and 34.91± 1.85%,
respectively; all values from an evaluation against dummy
PREs; compare Figure 1C), demonstrating that training set
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Figure 1. Classifier generalization when trained on genome-wide experimental data for PRE prediction. (A) Average Precision/Recall plot for classifiers
applied to PREs determined by Schwartz et al. (34) (independent from training set PREs) versus 100 times as many control sequences generated by a
fourth-orderMarkov Chain trained genome-wide, as according to the plot legend. Average curves over all 50 folds are shown, together with 95% confidence
intervals for the mean precision. AUC values are percentages rounded to two digits. (B) PRC AUC box plot for multiple classifiers over all 50 folds. (C)
Average Precision/Recall plot for PREs determined by Schwartz et al. (34) (independent from training set PREs) versus 100 times as many sequences
generated randomly using a fourth-order Markov Chain trained on PREs, constituting a naive PRE model (dummy PREs). Average curves over all 50
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Figure 2. Results of genome-wide candidate PRE/TRE prediction for an expected precision of 80%. (A) Numbers of experimentally determined and
computationally predicted candidate PREs. Accessible portions in Polycomb repressed domains (H3K27me3) have been marked, as well as the portions of
those regions that are enriched in Polycomb. Chromatin accessibility was derived from DNaseI-seq data; see Materials and Methods, also for H3K27me3
and Polycomb datasets. (B) Overlap sensitivity of each classifier’s predictions to two genome-wide, experimentally determined candidate PRE sets (35,36)
and a set of functionally validated PREs (69) (see Materials andMethods for the definition of these three sets). Overlap sensitivity is defined as the fraction
of regions in an experimental set that are overlapped by at least one prediction. (C) Proportions of the sets of predictions that overlap with different
genomic loci. Only predictions in accessible chromatin are considered. The merged set of experimentally determined PREs by Kahn et al. (36), Enderle
et al. (35) and Schwartz et al. (34) are considered first, and from the leftover, H3K4me1, then promoters, then core CDS; the final leftover set of predictions
is marked as non-coding. See Materials and Methods for H3K27me3 datasets. Promoters are predicted as 3 kb upstream to 0.5 kb downstream from
annotated gene transcription start sites. Core CDS is annotated coding sequence (CDS) shrunk bi-directionally by 250 bp (see Materials and Methods).
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Figure 3. PcG/TrxG target gene prediction results. (A) Numbers of target genes predicted by each algorithm, as well as in each experimentally published
set. (B) Fractions of predicted target genes that have predicted PREs in either promoter regions (TSS −3 kb/+0.5 kb), in non-coding regions (not on
promoters or core coding regions) or both. (C) Sensitivity of each classifier target gene prediction set to experimentally determined sets. Sensitivity is
defined as the fraction of experimentally determined genes that are also predicted. * Kahn et al. (36) did not publish a set of genes, so we predicted target
genes by proximity. ** Genes that were not found in the current annotation were omitted. (D) Venn diagrams of gene set overlaps for validation gene sets
and target gene predictions.
suggesting that the T2017 training set is qualitatively differ-
ent from the T2003 training set.
The choice of negative training sequences is instrumental in
PRE prediction performance
It is interesting to ask how models trained with the train-
ing set used by Ringrose et al. (9) fare compared with mod-
els trained using their set of PREs and randomly generated
non-PRE sequences (dummyPREs). To test this, we trained
a fourth-orderMarkov chain on theRingrose et al. (9) train-
ing set PREs, and we randomly generated 12 dummy PREs,
each with length equal to the mean PRE length (2914 bp).
After training CPREdictor on this training set, we observed
increased generalization to the Schwartz et al. (34) set versus
dummy PREs compared to when using the negative train-
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obtained when training with ChIP-based data (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3). In summary, combining the 2003 positive
training sequences with dummy PREs derived from these
as negatives generalizes better to independent PcG targets
thanmodels trainedwith the original 2003 positive and neg-
ative training sets, demonstrating that the choice of negative
training sequences is instrumental in PRE prediction per-
formance.
Including the GTGT motif improves PRE sequence model
generalization
The accumulating evidence for the GTGT motif being a
component of Polycomb regulation (9,28–30) prompted us
to investigate whether the inclusion of the GTGT motif in
our PRE sequence models improves generalization to in-
dependent PREs. When we added the GTGT motif to our
CPREdictor T2017 model, we observed an additional 1.1-
fold increase in the mean PRC AUC on independent PREs
and dummy genomic sequences in comparison to the T2017
model without the GTGT motif (Figure 1A). This increase
is robust over cross-validation, different PRE sets and dif-
ferent control classes (Figure 1A–D, and Supplementary
Figures S1 and S2). In summary, the inclusion of theGTGT
motif in PRE models improves generalization across differ-
ent training and test sets, providing additional evidence that
this motif plays an important role in Polycomb regulation.
The improvement in model generalization cannot be at-
tributed to increased model complexity, and GTGT performs
better than other reported motifs
To assess the degree to which the improvement in general-
ization performance upon adding the GTGT motif might
be explained by the increased model complexity (owing to
the inclusion of a motif and the associated parameters), we
added random 4-mers to our CPREdictor T2017 model.
The inclusion of GTGT resulted in a 1.04-fold to 1.16-
fold increase in the mean PRC AUC over the inclusion of
18 out of 19 other unique, randomly generated 4-mers, for
Schwartz PREs versus dummy genomic controls (Supple-
mentary Figure S4), demonstrating that the GTGT motif
contributes to a performance improvement beyond that ex-
pected from increased model complexity. The only 4-mer
that gave higher PRC AUC was GGCG. Searching for D.
melanogaster factors that bind GGCG using Tomtom (62)
gave Brinker (Brk) as a match (P-value = 7.78e–04), a tran-
scriptional repressor of Dpp target genes (64–66). We also
tested six other published motifs that have been associated
with PcG recruitment: one additional motif for Zeste, one
for Sp1/KLF, one for Dsp1, two for Grainyhead and one
for ‘site A’ ((53) and references therein; see also Materials
and Methods). The GTGT motif gives the largest improve-
ment in model generalization (1.06-fold to 1.10-fold higher
PRC AUC compared with the inclusion of the other mo-
tifs, for Schwartz PREs versus dummy genomic sequences),
while the other motifs affect model generalization to only a
smaller extent and similarly to each other (PRCAUCs range
from 59.73% to 61.96% for Schwartz PREs versus dummy
genomic controls, and the majority of the confidence inter-
vals overlap with one another) (Supplementary Figure S5),
suggesting that the GTGT motif plays a more decisive role
in PcG recruitment.
Genome-wide PcG target sites and Ringrose et al. training
PREs have different sequence properties
Given that the models trained with the T2017 set and the
GTGT motif and those trained with the T2003 set showed
highly different generalization abilities to independent PcG
target sites, we were interested in how the models differ
and what might cause the difference in generalization abil-
ity. We thus investigated the weights of CPREdictor mod-
els trained with the T2003 set and T2017 set, and also with
PREs from the T2003 set and generated non-PREs (Sup-
plementary Figure S6).
We found a moderate negative correspondence between
motif pair weights assigned using T2003 versus T2017
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient < –0.5). Weight correla-
tion when using T2003 PREs and generated non-PREs ver-
sus when using the T2017 set is low (Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient < 0.4). For T2003 versus when using T2003
PREs and generated non-PREs, correlation is similarly low
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient< 0.4).Whereas the T2003
model has three negatively weighted motif pairs (G10:G10,
G10:GAF and GAF:GAF), with all three weights be-
ing substantial, the T2017 model has two (PM:PM and
PS:GTGT), both with weights close to zero. In fact, the
most negatively predictive T2003 motif pair, G10:G10, is
the most highly weighted motif pair for the T2017 model.
The discrepancy might be due to clusters of GAF motifs in
the negative training set in (9) which includes promoters of
genes that are regulated by GAF and Z (9). The small size
of the T2003 set can result in one or a fewmore pair occcur-
rences in the negative training set compared to the positive
training set which would have a large influence on the fi-
nal model weights. The seven highest weighted motif pairs
in the T2003 model all include Pho binding site variants
(PF:PM, GAF:PF, PM:PS, G10:PM, G10:PF, PF:PF and
PM:Z). These weights have approximately been reduced by
half or more for the T2017 model, and the top four highest
weighted motif pairs for the T2017 model do not include
any Pho binding site variants and are instead enriched for
G10 (G10:G10, G10:GAF, G10:Z, G10:GTGT). The dom-
inance of G10 in the top T2017 motif pair weights may in
part be attributed to properties of control sequences gener-
ated byMarkov chains of fixed order and the long length of
G10. Models trained using the T2003 versus T2017 sets are
thus dissimilar, meaning that motif composition is different
in the training sets.
Models trained with genome-wide PcG targets can distin-
guish Ringrose et al. training PREs from background
As the models trained on T2003 and T2017 are so differ-
ent, we wanted to see how our models score the training
set used by Ringrose et al. (9). The models that we trained
on ChIP data versus dummy PREs have lower PRC AUC
to the Ringrose et al. (9) training set than does CPREdic-
tor trained on this set, but PRC AUCs are still above ran-
dom (Supplementary Figure S7). The best generalization
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models not trained on this set is for CPREdictor including
the GTGTmotif, with a mean PRCAUC of 70.20 ± 0.99%.
The lowest is for SVM-MOCCA, with a mean PRCAUC of
61.75 ± 1.14%.We also investigated the degree to which our
models can distinguish the Ringrose et al. (9) PREs from
dummy PREs. For this case, CPREdictor with GTGT and
SVM-MOCCA obtain the highest PRC AUCs, at 81.23 ±
0.26% and 98.45 ± 0.32%, respectively. In conclusion, our
models are still able to distinguish the set of PREs and non-
PREs used by Ringrose et al. (9), though to a lower degree
than CPREdictor trained on this set, and our models are
better at distinguishing the Ringrose et al. (9) PREs from
randomly generated controls.
Uniformly weighted motif pair clustering distinguishes PREs
from background
Considering the large differences inmodel weights obtained
when using T2003, T2017 and a set consisting of PREs from
T2003 and generated non-PREs, we wanted to see how well
a uniformly weighted PREdictor model would distinguish
PREs from non-PREs. We thus constructed a PREdictor
model with all weights set equal to 1, henceforth referred
to as the Dummy PREdictor. We found that the Dummy
PREdictor generalizes comparably to CPREdictor trained
with T2017 when including the GTGT motif and testing
with Schwartz PREs as positives and dummy genomic se-
quences as negatives (Figure 1A). When we evaluate our
models using Schwartz PREs as positives and dummyPREs
as negatives, where the CPREdictor has been trained with
this set, the Dummy PREdictor outperforms the CPREdic-
tor (Figure 1C ). This was a surprise to us, as we expected a
trained model would have an advantage, with weights fitted
both to PREs and a randomly generated non-PRE distribu-
tion. The Dummy PREdictor corresponds to a uniformly
weighted motif pair clustering.
A more advanced PcG target site sequence model improves
generalization
We have developed SVM-MOCCA (see Materials and
Methods), a new method for modelling cis-regulatory ele-
ments, and we wanted to test how such a more advanced
modelling method would fare in modelling PcG target sites
in comparison to the CPREdictor.
We trained SVM-MOCCA using the T2017 set with all
three control classes and with the motifs used by Ringrose
et al. (9), with the addition of the GTGT motif. The train-
ing sequences are 3 kb long. Ringrose et al. (9) used a
500 bp window.We thus tested howCPREdictor and SVM-
MOCCA models generalize when using windows that are
500 bp or 3 kb long. We found that for SVM-MOCCA,
using a 3 kb sequence window gave similar generalization
performance to a 500 bp window, and we focus on a 3 kb
window due to it potentially capturing more diffuse PREs.
For the CPREdictor, a 500 bp sequence window gives the
best generalization, so we focus on using this window size
(Supplementary Figure S8).
The method of Support Vector Machines supports non-
linear classification, which prompted us to test SVM-
MOCCA with linear, quadratic and cubic kernels (see Ma-
terials and Methods). The best generalization performance
was achieved with the quadratic kernel (Supplementary
Figure S9). We thus focus on the quadratic kernel in subse-
quent analyses, referring to the corresponding run as SVM-
MOCCA.
When testing with Schwartz PREs versus dummy ge-
nomic sequences, we observed a 1.3-fold increase in PRC
AUC when using SVM-MOCCA (with a quadratic kernel,
trained with T2017 with three control classes, and includ-
ing the GTGTmotif) compared to the best CPREdictor re-
sult (trained with T2017 and includingGTGT) (Figure 1A).
This increase is robust over cross-validation, different PRE
sets and different control classes (Figure 1A–D, and Sup-
plementary Figures S1 and S2), and the 95% confidence in-
tervals of the mean PRC AUCs are non-overlapping (Fig-
ure 1A and C). SVM-MOCCA is particularly good at dis-
tinguishing PREs from dummy PREs, giving a 1.5-fold in-
crease in the mean PRC AUC over CPREdictor (Figure
1C). These results demonstrate that a more advanced mod-
elling approach can substantially contribute to an improved
generalization performance.
Models trained on genome-wide PcG target sites predictmore
candidate PREs for the same expected precision
Having trained our models, we can predict candidate PREs
genome-wide. Previous efforts of modelling PREs (9) have
yielded candidate PRE predictions of high reliability, but
with only moderate overlap with sets of genome-wide PcG
target sites (67). We wanted to see whether training models
on genome-wide PcG target sites would result in predictions
with higher agreement with independent genome-wide PcG
target sites.
We set a score threshold for each model for an expected
precision of 80% genome-wide. Having trained CPREdic-
tor with the T2017 set, we predicted over 37 times more
candidate PREs genome-wide compared to having trained
CPREdictor with the T2003 set (Figure 2A). Including the
GTGT motif led to another 1.6-fold increase in predictions
(Supplementary File 1). Using SVM-MOCCA gave a fur-
ther 2-fold increase in predictions over CPREdictor (Sup-
plementary File 3).
CPREdictor trained with T2003 predicts less than half as
many PREs as the PREdictor predicted genome-wide (9).
This can be explained by differences in the threshold cali-
bration procedure. Ringrose et al. (9) calibrated the PRE-
dictor threshold for one expected false positive prediction
genome-wide, based on 100 genome-size sequences gener-
ated by an i.i.d. genome model. Our method differs in that
we find a threshold for which we obtain a desired precision
for a set of independent PREs and controls generated by
a fourth-order Markov chain trained genome-wide, where
the total control sequence length adds up to the size of
the genome. Sequences generated by a fourth-orderMarkov
chain are more difficult for our models to distinguish from
PREs than are sequences generated by an i.i.d. model (data
not shown). As a result, we can expect a reduction in num-
bers of predictions made using our control sequences for
calibration. Also, the ability of a model to positively classify
PREs is taken into account by ourmethod, which can affect
the numbers of predictions made if precision is only high
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T2003.We can expect some further difference in numbers of
predictions for these calibration methods on the basis that
Ringrose et al. (9) use genome-length random sequences,
whereas we use sets of PRE-length sequences with total set
length equal to that of the genome. The calibrationmethods
are thus not comparable. However, we use our method for
calibrating all the classifiers that we consider, where possi-
ble.
SVM-MOCCA motif model weights are heterogeneous and
enriched for interacting dinucleotide patterns
Given the improved generalization of SVM-MOCCA with
a quadratic kernel, we were interested in what the sequence
criteria encoded in the model are. In order to investigate
this, we transformed the SVM quadratic kernel into a sum
of weighted feature pairs (Supplementary Text 1). Our
SVM-MOCCA models are multi-class, giving a large num-
ber of weights. We wanted to condense the weights involved
in distinguishing PREs from non-PREs into one weight per
feature pair. We thus summed up all feature pair weights
across all PRE versus non-PRE class boundaries. Duplicate
features, due to reverse complements and reversed pairing
order were added together, giving a set of 171 unique feature
pair weights.
Strikingly, each SVM has different motif pair weighting,
even though all of the SVMs have been trained on the same
sets of PREs and non-PREs. The only difference lies in the
motifs for which each SVM is trained to classify its local se-
quence landscape. This suggests that PRE sequence criteria
may vary permotif, with different local sequence landscapes
for different PRE motifs.
For all motifs except the En motif, all weights involving
motif pairs are negatively weighted, and positively weighted
feature pairs are with dinucleotide pairs. Positively weighted
dinucleotides generally include ‘GA’/‘AG’, which likely cor-
respond with GAGA site enrichment, as well as ‘AC’/‘CA’,
which may correspond with GTGT sites. ‘AA’ self-pairing
is generally positively weighted, as is ‘CC’ self-pairing, but
interestingly, ‘AA’ paired with ‘CC’ is negatively weighted.
In conclusion, SVM-MOCCA classifier weights are en-
riched for patterns in agreementwith previouswork, such as
GAGA, GTGT and poly-A, but also in ‘CC’-dinucleotide
self-pairing, and there are weight interactions for the ‘AA’
and ‘CC’ dinucleotides.
A quarter to half of genome-wide PRE predictions are in
chromatin that is inaccessible early in development
ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq can only detect the PcG target re-
gions that are accessible for binding in the cells that are be-
ing studied. We were thus interested in how many of our
predictions fall in chromatin that is accessible over devel-
opment. We acquired DNaseI-seq peaks for cells in five dif-
ferent embryonic stages (Materials and Methods). We re-
fer to regions that overlap with peaks in at least one of the
DNaseI-seq sets as being in accessible chromatin. The ex-
perimentally determined PcG target sets that we consider
(34–36) were determined by ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq on
ML-DmBG3-c2, ML-DmD23-c4, S2 and Sg4 cell lines, de-
rived from embryonic cells and the developing nervous sys-
tem. As expected, all regions in these sets overlap with ac-
cessible chromatin. One half to three quarters of predictions
made by our methods are in accessible chromatin (Figure
2A). Therefore, a quarter to half of our predictions are in-
accessible in the five developmental stages we consider, and
even if they are bona fide PREs, they would likely go unde-
tected in the experiments that determined the PcG targets
that we consider.When comparing in silicoPREpredictions
to experimentally determined PcG targets, we thus focus on
PREs in accessible chromatin.
We predict a set of 2908 candidate PREs enriched in biolog-
ically relevant signals
To assess the degree to which our predictions recruit PcG
proteins and repress or activate chromatin, we acquired
genome-wide experimentally determined enrichment sig-
nals for three PcG proteins (Pc, Psc and Sfmbt) (13), hi-
stone 3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3; a mark of
Polycomb repressed chromatin) (68), and histone 3 lysine
4 monomethylation (H3K4me1; a mark of Trithorax acti-
vated chromatin) (25), from modENCODE (56) (see Mate-
rials and Methods).
Of accessible predictions, over half are enriched in
H3K27me3 at some point during development, and thema-
jority of these regions are also enriched in at least one PcG
protein (Pc, Psc or Sfmbt) (Figure 2A). We extracted the
latter subsets for CPREdictor T2017 w. GTGT and SVM-
MOCCA (see Materials and Methods), henceforth CPRE
dictor T2017 w. GTGT HC (1036 high-confidence can-
didate PREs; Supplementary File 2) and SVM-MOCCA
HC (2908 high-confidence candidate PREs; Supplementary
Files 4 and 5) respectively. In addition, we extracted pre-
dictions enriched in H3K4me1 (1723 candidate TREs for
CPREdictor T2017 w. GTGT, 3616 candidate TREs for
SVM-MOCCA; Supplementary Files 10 and 11, respec-
tively). The SVM-MOCCA PRE and TRE sets have 2412
candidates in common, supporting the notion of a dual
function of PREs as TREs. The four sets constitute collec-
tions of candidate PRE/TREs with experimental support
in the form of enrichment in biologically relevant signals.
Models of genome-wide PcG target sites increase the agree-
ment between PRE prediction and genome-wide experiments
For independent evaluation of our predictions, we consid-
ered two independent published sets of PcG target regions:
one determined using ChIP-chip (36) and one using ChIP-
seq (35). The Schwartz et al. (34) and Kahn et al. (36) sets
are both based on Sg4 cells and have related sources in terms
of authors and institutions. However, whereas the Schwartz
et al. (34) set is based on peaks of E(z), Psc and Pc, the
Kahn et al. (36) set is based on peaks of E(z), Trx, Pc and
H3K27me3. The Kahn et al. (36) set is also larger than the
Schwartz et al. (34) set (201 versus 170 candidate PREs, re-
spectively, in Drosophila genome assembly R6; 165 in the
Schwartz et al. set when excluding known PREs around the
invected/engrailed and vestigial loci). As a result of their re-
latedness, the Kahn et al. (36) and Schwartz et al. (34) sets
have a high number of overlaps (70.65−83.53% when con-
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The Enderle et al. (35) set is unrelated to the Kahn et al.
(36) and Schwartz et al. (34) sets, determined using a differ-
ent experimental method (ChIP-seq), cell culture (S2 cells)
and factors (Pc, Ph, Psc and Trx-C). The Enderle et al. (35)
set is an order of magnitude larger than the other sets, at
2274 regions (2265 euchromatic regions). As a result, the
Enderle et al. (35) set covers most of the Schwartz et al. (34)
and Kahn et al. (36) sets (91.18% and 89.55% of regions, re-
spectively, when considering the full sets). Additionally, we
used a set of functionally tested PREs compiled from the
literature (69).
Sequencemodels trained on genome-wide experimentally
determined PcG target sites predict a larger fraction of
each of the independent experimental sets, compared to the
CPREdictor trained with the T2003 set (Figure 2B). SVM-
MOCCA predicts the majority of each of these sets (Figure
2B). Out of our predictions in accessible chromatin, over
a quarter overlap with regions from the Schwartz, Enderle
and Kahn sets (Figure 2C). Of the remainder, the majority
are enriched with histone 3 lysine 4 monomethylation, po-
tentially indicative of TREs/PREs in active states (25).
During training, we left out five PREs from the well-
studied vestigial (vg) (28), invected (inv) (70) and engrailed
(en) (71,72) loci. Of these PREs, CPREdictor trained
with the T2003 set predicts only one, whereas CPREdic-
tor trained with the T2017 set predicts three out of five,
and SVM-MOCCA predicts all five (Figure 2D). SVM-
MOCCA also predicts several other peaks, with no experi-
mental evidence.
Wewere interested in the degree to which our final predic-
tions conform to the PREs and non-PREs used for training
by Ringrose et al. (9). We thus acquired genomic coordi-
nates for the T2003 set by BLAST search, and compared
overlaps. CPREdictor T2017 w.GTGT and SVM-MOCCA
predict 45.45% and 90.91% of the T2003 PREs, respectively,
which is a 1.7–3.3-fold increase over CPREdictor T2003,
for which this set was used for training. Whereas CPREdic-
tor T2003 predicts none of the T2003 non-PREs, CPRE-
dictor T2017 w. GTGT and SVM-MOCCA predict 18.75%
and 56.25%, respectively. Though SVM-MOCCA predicts
many of the T2003 non-PREs, SVM-MOCCA HC Core
predicts as many T2003 PREs as SVM-MOCCA, but only
18.75% of T2003 non-PREs, the same number as CPREdic-
tor T2017. See Supplementary Figure S10 for an extended
evaluation.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that models of
genome-wide PcG target sites have larger agreement with
independent genome-wide experimental data and function-
ally verified PREs than models based on the Ringrose et al.
(9) training set.
We predict a large new set of candidate PcG regulated genes,
enriched in transcription factor and signalling functions
Given our much larger set of candidate PRE predictions,
it is interesting to identify candidate target genes and their
functions and to compare them with previously published
sets. Target genes for our predictions were assigned as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods. Target genes for other
publications were extracted or defined also as described in
Materials and Methods.
Similar to the prediction of PREs, our methods predict
many more target genes than previously published methods
(Figure 3A). The majority of predicted PcG target genes
has associated PRE predictions either at the promoter or
in non-coding sequence, but not both (Figure 3B). Our tar-
get gene predictions have higher numbers of overlaps with
target genes from genome-wide PcG profiling studies than
previously published in silicomethods (Figure 3C). The sen-
sitivities of our predictions to the Schwartz et al. (34) and
Enderle et al. (35) sets are lower when based on genes (Fig-
ure 3C), in comparison towhen based on PREs (Figure 2B).
We summarized gene set overlaps with Venn diagrams
(Figure 3D). For the Schwartz et al. (34), Enderle et al.
(35) and Kahn et al. (36) sets, respectively, 21.82%, 74.63%
and 18.18% of each is unique. The majority of the Kahn
et al. (36) set is in consensus with the other sets, whereas
the majority of the Schwartz et al. (34) set is in agreement
with the Enderle et al. (35) set but not the Kahn et al. (36)
set. The largest target gene agreement is observed between
the Enderle et al. (35) and Schwartz et al. (34) sets, at 319
genes, corresponding to 24.82% of the Enderle et al. (35)
set and 76.50% of the Schwartz et al. (34) set. Accordingly,
the sets of experimentally determined PcG target genes that
we consider have different sizes and incomplete overlaps.
Of published PREdictor gene predictions (9), 43.06% cor-
respond to genes in at least one of the experimentally de-
termined sets. The ratio of SVM-MOCCA predictions that
correspond to experimentally determined PcG target genes
is smaller, at 17.20%. There are only 12 validated genes that
only the PREdictor predicts and SVM-MOCCA does not,
and SVM-MOCCA predicts an additional 657 validated
PcG target genes that the PREdictor does not. As such,
SVM-MOCCA predicts many PcG target genes with exper-
imental support, as well as a large new set of candidate PcG
target genes that await experimental verification.
We analyzed PcG target gene predictions for enriched
gene ontologies using GOrilla (57). Target genes predicted
by SVM-MOCCA are highly enriched in transcription fac-
tor functions (Supplementary Figure S11). We compared
gene ontology terms enriched in predictions made by SVM-
MOCCA with terms enriched in the PREdictor, EpiPredic-
tor (basic) and EpiPredictor (CG) predictions, the Schwartz
et al. (34) HC Class I and II sets, and the Enderle et al.
(35) set. The top three terms are enriched in all sets consid-
ered and are all related to transcription factor activities. The
fourth term, ‘Protein binding’, is enriched for one of the ex-
perimental sets. Six terms are enriched in zero or one other
set and comprise functions unrelated to transcription factor
activities: ‘Calcium ion binding’, ‘Potassium ion transmem-
brane transporter activity’, ‘Cytoskeletal protein binding’,
‘Actin binding’, ‘Cell adhesion molecule binding’ and ‘Pro-
tein kinase activity’. The remaining enriched terms corre-
spond to transcription factor and signalling activities (see
Supplementary File 9 for complete lists of enriched terms
in all sets).
DISCUSSION
Previous approaches to modelling Drosophila PREs have
used comparatively small sets of functionally character-
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(9,31,32). Here, we trained models on published genome-
wide sets of PcG-recruiting chromatin regions. Negatives
were generated by fourth-order Markov chains trained ei-
ther on the same set of PcG-recruiting sequences or the en-
tire genome and also taken from coding sequence.
Genome-wide sets of experimentally determined PcG-
recruiting regions can be expected to contain false posi-
tives, due both to physical chromatin interactions and to
experimental conditions. PREs have been observed to make
long-range chromatin contacts with promoters, with ChIP
signals at both contact points, where then one signal may
be only a shadow of the interaction (1,73). A recent Hi-C
study by Eagen et al. (74) found PRC1 enriched at 26% of
chromatin loop anchors, and for loops where not both an-
chors correspond to PREs, there could thus be additional
shadow signals. Furthermore, the majority of PRE ChIP
studies rely on cell cultures, and even if assuming optimal
experimental conditions and choice of antibodies, cultured
cells are not normal cells (75), and genome-wide epigenetic
states are likely to differ from those in vivo. Furthermore,
ChIP only captures protein binding at a certain time in a
certain population of cells, and results are thus unlikely to
reflect the epigenetic diversity in the entire animal. Addi-
tionally, the PcG-recruiting regions we consider are large
(3 kb after expansion to account for potential distancing be-
tween recruiting sequences and recruited factors). Nonethe-
less, models trained on PcG-recruiting regions and auto-
matically generated controls generalize well to independent
PcG-recruiting regions over cross-validation, with substan-
tially higher PRCAUC than the CPREdictor trained on the
set used by Ringrose et al. (9) (2.88-fold increase). Thus,
ourmodellingmethods are robust against any non-PRE sig-
nals that the ChIP-data used for training may contain, and
they manage to pick out general features predictive of PcG-
recruiting sequences.
Identifying a large, definitive set of genomic non-PREs
that is sufficiently PRE-like to use for training sequence
models is challenging.We circumvented this problem by au-
tomatically generating non-PRE sequences by use of naive
PRE models (fourth-order Markov chains), making use
of the knowledge that motif pair occurrences are predic-
tive of PREs, while individual motif occurrences are only
marginally predictive (9). Thus, the probability of these
models generating bona fide PREs can be expected to be
low, but the sequences they generate have highly similar mo-
tif composition to that of PREs. Despite this similarity, our
models are able to distinguish them frompublished PcG tar-
get regions, showing that these genome-wide experimentally
determined regions are enriched inmotif co-occurrence pat-
terns.
We developed a newmethod for modelling cis-regulatory
elements, called SVM-MOCCA. SVM-MOCCA distin-
guishes itself from other PRE-modelling methods by mod-
elling the local motif and dinucleotide occurrence land-
scape around motif occurrences. Across the board, SVM-
MOCCA gave the best generalization to independent PcG-
recruiting regions over cross-validation.
The models we trained on genome-wide experimental
data and randomly generated controls predict many more
PREs genome-wide than previousmethods, for the same ex-
pected precision of 80%. This is accompanied by our meth-
ods predicting a much larger number of experimentally de-
termined PcG target regions than previous methods.We ex-
cluded five well-studied PREs at the vestigial, engrailed and
invected loci from our training data, both duringmodel test-
ing and for genome-wide prediction, and we predict the ma-
jority of these PREs. Our computational approach allowed
us to study the importance of the GTGTmotif and of other
motifs in a genome-wide manner. Adding the GTGT mo-
tif results both in increased model generalization and in a
higher number of predictions genome-wide, adding to the
growing body of evidence that this motif plays an impor-
tant role in Polycomb recruitment. The inclusion of other
published motifs had only little impact on model general-
ization.
Counterintuitively, models trained using our methods
predict more of the PREs used for training by Ringrose
et al. (9) than does the CPREdictor trained on that very
set, for an expected precision of 80% genome-wide (Sup-
plementary Figure S10). A possible explanation for this is
that our models have been trained on large sets of non-PRE
sequences, and that this makes the models better at distin-
guishing PcG target sites from genomic background. Mod-
els trainedwith the T2017 set also predict aminimal number
of sequences from the non-PRE set used by Ringrose et al.
(9). SVM-MOCCApredicts over half of the non-PREs used
by Ringrose et al. (9), but filtering by biological signals and
predicting the core predictive regions of the SVM-MOCCA
predictions lowers the number of non-PREs predicted to a
fifth.
Despite the much larger number of predictions that our
models make, and though we predict a large fraction of the
PREs in the experimental sets that we consider, none of our
sets of predictions completely cover any of the experimen-
tally determined PRE sets. There may be several reasons
for this. Our models may lack the sequence features needed
in order to accurately model the remaining PREs, such as
additional motifs, higher-order motif occurrence combina-
torics, strandedness and positioning, or taking local or dis-
tal sequence elements into consideration. The experimental
sets may also contain regions that are not in fact PREs, but
are instead marked by PcG proteins due to physical interac-
tions with PREs, or are enriched due to experimental noise.
As the SVM-MOCCA predictions are 3 kb long, we pre-
dicted core PRE fragments. It is interesting to note that
the core fragments have fewer overlaps with experimental
sets. This means that PcG-enriched regions are close by, and
it is possible that experimental signals in some cases have
been displaced due to factor mobility. Our observation is
also in agreement with the suggestion of Schuettengruber
et al. (30) that the genome uses ‘not only local sequence
(high-affinity transcription factor binding sites located at
the binding peaks) information to determine PREs, but also
integration of regional sequence information [...]’ and that
the use of such information to predict PREs ‘may break the
current specificity and sensitivity barriers.’ A corollary to
this latter notion is the possibility that previous evaluations
of PRE prediction have taken regional information (recruit-
ment versus enrichment) into account only insufficiently.
Multiple weaker PREs functioning together has been ob-
served for the engrailed gene locus (76). Our core PRE pre-
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sequence signal enrichment. It may be that some SVM-
MOCCA predictions are enriched in multiple weak se-
quence signals that add up to a significant prediction. If so,
ChIP-signals that do not overlap with a predicted core may
instead coincide with a separate, weaker PRE sequence sig-
nal. It could also be that the position of the final ChIP-peak
depends on the structure of the complex of weak PREs and
PcG proteins.
We present two high-confidence sets of D. melanogaster
candidate PRE predictions, based on filtering predictions
for enrichment of histone 3 lysine 27 trimethylation and at
least one of three PcG proteins (Pc, Psc or Sfmbt). This
filtering procedure provides a form of experimental valida-
tion of predicted PRE candidates on the basis of previously
published ChIP enrichment datasets and is comparable to
experimental definitions of PREs from such datasets (34–
36). However, our procedure does not define PRE candi-
dates from ChIP enrichment datasets alone, but starts with
a set of candidates that were predicted by a well-designed
machine-learning model and that share sequence charac-
teristics that have been established to be relevant, both here
and in previous work (9,29,30). Furthermore, since with our
filtering procedure we treat any type of ChIP enrichment as
a necessary but not as a sufficient criterion for PRE-ness,
our high-confidence candidates are less prone to potential
looping, spreading and displacement artefacts. In fact, one
could argue that the presence of a PRE prediction in a re-
gion of ChIP enrichment gives credence to that enrichment
and indicates the initial Polycomb recruitment site. Even
though the high-confidence prediction sets are smaller than
the complete prediction sets (1036 versus 3521 predictions
for CPREdictor and 2908 versus 6911 for SVM-MOCCA),
they have almost as high numbers of overlaps with the ex-
perimental sets that we consider (Supplementary Figure
S10). As such, we increase precision to the experimentally
determined PcG target region sets with low loss of recall. It
is worth noting that we used merged ChIP peaks from mul-
tiple experiments per factor and that the factors we consid-
ered are not only enriched at PREs, making this a modest
filtering step. Both high-confidence PRE sets are larger than
the Schwartz et al. (34) set that the models were trained on,
despite the filtering for biologically relevant chromatin sig-
natures. These high-confidence candidate PREs remain to
be tested for whether they can maintain target gene tran-
scription states.
Additionally, we predict many PREs outside of the high-
confidence sets. A large number of candidate PREs do not
overlap with chromatin that is accessible in the developmen-
tal stages that we consider. Inaccessible PRE predictions
may be functional PREs that recruit PcG/TrxG when chro-
matin is made accessible. A large number of PRE predic-
tions that do not overlap with experimentally determined
PRE sets but are nonetheless in accessible chromatin are en-
riched for histone 3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1).
It is possible that these predictions are PRE/TREs in an
activated state (25) and that they recruit Polycomb in other
contexts. A large proportion (over 82%) of high-confidence
PRE candidates are also enriched in H3K4me1, supporting
the notion of a dual function of PREs as TREs. Further-
more, the fact that all candidates were predicted by a single
machine learningmodel suggests that PREs and TREs have
a common sequence code. The remaining predictions may
be false positives, due both to a threshold calibration for an
expected precision of 80% (corresponding to an expected
20% of false positives among the positive predictions) and
to imperfections in our training sets and models.
An extended overlap analysis (Supplementary Table S2)
showed only small differences in high-confidence PRE can-
didate enrichment between H3K4me1 and H3K4me3, the
latter of which has previously been reported to be methy-
lated by TRX but was later shown to be mostly methylated
by SET1/COMPASS (reviewed in (77)).
In correspondence with our larger numbers of
D. melanogaster PRE predictions compared to previ-
ously published in silico methods, we predict a larger set
of candidate PcG/TrxG target genes, with higher numbers
of overlaps with published experimentally determined
PcG/TrxG target genes. We speculate that, like our pre-
dicted PREs themselves, predicted targets that have not
previously been identified on the basis of ChIP enrich-
ment, might recruit Polycomb or Trithorax group proteins
and associated histone modifications in cell types or in
conditions that so far have not been studied with respect
to their epigenetic regulatory landscape. Our target gene
predictions are highly enriched for transcription factor
functions and also for novel potential PcG target gene
functions. The sensitivities of predictions to experimentally
determined sets are lower when considering PcG target
genes than for candidate PREs. This can be attributed to
different methods being employed for predicting target
genes from regions, as well as different genome annotations
used while predicting target genes. Schwartz et al. (34) used
the Dm2 assembly and Enderle et al. (35) used Dm3. Both
Schwartz et al. (34) and Enderle et al. (35) determined
PcG target genes based on enrichment of PcG signals
proximal to the TSS, rather than based on gene proximity
to candidate PREs. Overall, our genome-wide PcG target
gene predictions are more sensitive to experimentally de-
termined PcG target genes than are published predictions
from previous in silico PcG target gene prediction methods.
Although we devoted most of our attention to training
with the Schwartz et al. (34) candidate PREs, we obtain sim-
ilar results when training with the Enderle et al. (35) and
Kahn et al. (36) sets (Supplementary File 8), demonstrating
that our results are general. Training SVM-MOCCA with
the Schwartz et al. (34) candidate PREs resulted in 6911 pre-
dictions genome-wide, training with the Enderle et al. (35)
set resulted in 5910 predictions genome-wide, and 5294 of
the Schwartz et al. (34)–based predictions overlap with En-
derle et al. (35)–based predictions (CPREdictor results are
similar, at lower total numbers of predictions, 3521, 2775
and 2768, respectively). This high overlap indicates the ro-
bustness of our approach andmight also suggest a potential
saturation of PRE prediction.
There are multiple ways in which our work can be ex-
panded upon. The majority of the steps have been writ-
ten as a computational pipeline, aiding not only the repro-
ducibility of our results, but also the application to other
problems. Our methods can be adapted to the modelling of
other classes of regulatory sequences and for use in other
genomes, given appropriate sets of motifs and genome-wide
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are a rich source of candidates for the further study of PRE
function, architecture and dynamic behaviour during devel-
opment.
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